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HOUSE OF THE PEOPLE 
Thursday, 29th May, 1952

The House met at a Quarter 
Eight of the Clock.

[M r . S peaker  in  th Chair] 
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 

(See Part I)

Past

9-15 A.M.

RAILWAY BUDGET—GENERAL 
DISCUSSION—concld.

Mr. Speaker: We will now proceed 
with the general discussion of the 
Hailway Budget. I may again remind 
hon. Members that the curtailed time
limit will stand even for today, 
because even though the discussion 
has been extended by one day, I lind 
the list of people who wish to speak 
is practically the same. Of course the 
names are different, but the number 
is the same. So that old limit of ten 
minutes will stand, and I would again 
request hon. Members to observe it 
rigorously. May I know what time 
the hon. Minister is likely to take?

The Minister of Railways and 
Transport (Shri L. B. Shastri) : About 
forty-five minutes.

Mr. Speaker: I understand that he 
wishes to reply in Hindi. Is that so?

Shri L. B. Shastri: Yes.
Mr. Speaker: In that case, I would 

suggest for the benefit of the large 
number of Members from the South 
particularly, who do not understand 
Hindi, that it would be better if he 
gives a short summary in English also. 
Otherwise his reply to many of the 
points raised by the hon. Members 
will be lost practically. So, does he 
mean forty-five minutes inclusive of 
the English summary or exclusive of 
it?
46 PSD

Shri L. B. Shastri: Only, it 
take another fifteen minutes.
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may

Mr. Speaker: So I shall reserve
about one hour to one hour and fifteen 
minutes, to give him more latitude and 
scope. Deducting that time from One 
o’clock it comes to 11-45. I shall 
therefore call upon the hon. Minister 
to reply at about 11-45—earlier, il 
possible, but by that time we must 
end the discussion to give him pro
per scope to reply. Unless the Minis
ter is given time to explain everything 
that he wishes to, mere criticisms of 
three days will only be wasting the 
time of the House. Let us hear what 
he has to say in reply. I will now 
call upon. . .

Shri B. Das (Jajpur-Keonjhar): May 
I humbly suggest to the hon. Minister 
that the English summary may be 
given first and then the Hindi speech, 
because at least I cannot understand 
a technical subject in Hindi? That is 
my deficiency.

arRo ? s n ^  : ^  s fm r  

t  ftp ^  I

[Pandit A. R. Shastri (Azamgarh
Dllstt.—East cum Ballia Distt.—^West):
I would request the hon. Minister to 
speak in Hindi first.]

Mr. Speaker: I think if we go on
arguing, there will be no end to this. 
I would leave it to the Minister him
self. And there is one more advan
tage that I personally think, of—but 
I leave it to him and the House—in 
beginning with Hindi. It is necessary 
that we must give the language the 
recognition which is due to it. That 
is one thing. And incidentally I may 
say that the interest of those who do 
not understand it will be kept alive 
up to the end of the debate. If Hindi 
is taken up first they will remain ixi 
their seats.
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Shri R. K. Chaudhiiry (Gauhati): 
May I know if persons whose names 
are not included in the list will be 
given an opportunity to speak if they 
happen to be so fortunate as to catch 
your eye?

Mr. Speaker: Theoretically the posi
tion is not sound, but practically it is 
very sound. I shall select the names 
from the lists received, because I have 
got lists from all parties. Perhaps the 
hon. Member could easily induce his 
Chief Whip to include his name. But 
even if it is included, I do not guaran
tee that 1 shall necessarily call upon 
people whose names are included. So 
let us not take more time over it.

Shri N. L. Sharma (Sikar): What 
about the Independents, may I know?

Mr. Speaker: Well, they will remain 
independent of all these proceedings! 
Of covirse I say that, not very serious
ly. I am trying my best to pick them 
up, but it is impossible for me to 
H ^ e  a representative selection when 
each one is independent of the other 
and it is not possible to call each of 
the Independents who are about forty- 
three or forty-four.

Bhri R. K. Chaudlmry: If there is 
any absentee among those included in 
the list, may I know whether anybody 
else could be substituted by you?

Speaker: Order, order. But that 
I will substitute on the advice of the 
Whip of the Party. As I said, I am 
not bound by these things, but then it 
is better for discussion that parties 
should be organized in this House and 
Members should not individually try 
to speak. That is my view of course. 
Now I wiU call upon Pandit Lingaraj 
Misra.

Shri M. L. Dwivedi (Hamirpur Dis
trict): But he has already spoken.

Mr. Speaker: His speech was not 
finished for the full ten minutes. He 
spoke only for five minutes the other 
day and he was interrupted. Today 
he will resume his sjpeech, and it is 
just possible that he may take ten 
minutes.

Pandit Lingaraj Misra (Khurda): 
Sir. in the few minutes that were 
given to me the other day towards the 
close of the proceedings of the House, 
I had tried to impress upon the House 
the importance of certain schemes in 
Orissa. I had particularly stressed 
three schemes, namely, the establish
ment of a harbour at the mouth of 
the Mahanadi in the Orissa coast, the 
extension of the railway line from 
fa lcher via Bonai, Sambalpur and

Balangir to Kontabanji on the Raipur- 
Vizianagram line, and I had also press
ed for double lining the East coast 
section of the B. N. Kailway (the pre
sent Eastern Railway). I was then 
dealing with the insufficiency of faci
lities for the education of the children 
of the railway employees and had 
shown that there was only one Middle 
School at Khurda Road throughout the 
entire State and how inadequate it is 
in accommodation as well as in staff. 
I would suggest that this Middle 
School should immediately be convert
ed into a High School—not of the type 
that now exists in the country but of 
the type of a technical High School. 
I would advise my hon. triend the 
Railway Minister to forestall the 
report of the Secondary Education 
Committee which the hon. the Educa
tion Minister is going to appoint very 
soon. Whatever may be their recom
mendations, there is no denying the 
fact that the quality and content of 
our secondary education is going to be 
metamorphosed very soon. So 1 would 
urge upon the Railway Minister to in
troduce as many technical and craft 
subjects as possible into their Secon
dary Schools— both Middle Schools
and High Schools—not only in this 
particular institution but in all the 
Secondary Schools in the country in 
their management.

Next, I would come to the regroup
ing of the Railways which has formeH 
practically the common feature of 
almost all the speeches that have been 
delivered here. This has created a 
stir in Bengal and I am not surprised 
at it. In the good old days in India, 
our sages and philosophers and the 
peaceful citizens of the rural areas 
dreaded the close vicinity of high State 
officials so much that they clubbed the 
nearness of State officials with calami
ties like famine, drought and locusts. 
I would request the Members of the 
House to recall the sloka which is as 
follows:

:
There are six calamities: too much 

of rain, drought, rats, pests, parrots 
and close proximity of enemy-kings. 
The meaning of this is that the 
nearness of the high officials of the 
State was considered as a pestilence to 
the neighbouring region. But circum
stances have changed now and now we 
find that the nearness of the head
quarters is a fruitful source of em- 
^oyment for the young men near about 
and that, so far as I know, is the 
secret of all this stir and agitation.
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The hon. Minister for Railways has 
mentioned in his speech that they 
have consulted all the,States concern
ed before cominij to a final decision 
in the matter. Orissa is a State 
which is concerned in this regrouping 
and may I ask him if Orissa was ever 
invited to any conference and parti
cularly to the conference that was held 
on the 19th of April last in which the 
final touches were given to the re
grouping scheme? So far as I am 
aware the Orissa Government has
claimed that the district offices of the 
Engineer at Cuttack and the Commer
cial Officer at Khurda Hoad should not 
be disturbed and the Divisional Head
quarters should be established at 
Jharsuguda which is an eminently 
suitable place, being centrally located. 
This place has already a small minia
ture railway colony and there is vast 
scope for its expansion. The land all 
round can be acquired easily if this
is agreed to. I would urge on the
Railway Minister to reconsider the
matter even though a dQcision has 
already been taken, and modify it to 
meet with the demands of States like 
Orissa, so that there may be the lar
gest amount of content and satisfac
tion as a result of this regrouping.

As one connected with one o f the 
popular daily papers of Orissa, I am 
very often posted with complaints that 
well Qualified candidates are more often 
than not superseded by people of lesser 
calibre from nearabout the headquar
ters. This misgiving in the minds of 
youths can only be removed if we 
strictLy restrict recruitment to class III 
and class IV staff by enforcing that 
the choice should be made by Selection 
Boards or Committees of hijfh integrity 
and impartiality. If this is done, much 
of the force of the contention for the 
location of the headquarters at a par
ticular locality would vanish. ,

Some two years ago in the Health 
Ministers’ Conference which was held 
upstairs of the premises of this House 
in which representatives from the 
Ministries of Railways and Works, Pro
duction and Supply were present, it was 
strongly urged on these Ministries that 
thev should take effective steps for 
draining out all the accumulated rain 
water from the ditches alongside the 
roads and the railway lines. I am 
sorrv. I do not find any indication in 
the Budget that any steps have so far 
been taken or are contemplated to be 
taken in this direction. I think it 
will be a good investment to have 
sanitary tanks to collect all the accu
mulated water at intermittent places 
and this would help in growing more

food in the country by way of pisci
culture.

I would next refer to the inadequacy 
of culverts and bridges along railway 
lines, which aggravates the heavy flood 
problem of the Deltaic regions. It is in 
the interest of the Railways themselves 
that this is suggested, for they would 
save a heavy amount on periodical flood 
damage rejpairs to the lines. I would 
therefore suggest that sufficient number 
of outlets should be provided for the 
free flow of flood water across th® 
railway lines.

Finally, I would like to mention 
about one small grievance of a small 
cadre of low paid officials, I mean, the 
Stores Distributors of the Beneal 
Nagpur Railway. These are a class of 
officers about whom there has b e ^  
unanimity of opinion in the Central 
Pay Commission as well as bi the 
Railway Joint Advisory Committee 
that they are not just mere clerks but 
that they have duties which are very 
arduous and responsible. I under
stand. . .

Mr. Speaker: Order, order. The kra.
Member has taken ten minutes plus 
five of yesterday.

Pandit Lingaral Miara: T^e sugges
tion of the Deputy CJeneral Manager 
has been that they should be given a 
scale of Rs. 100 to Rs. 195 but tiiis 
has been whittled dow n.by the Gene
ral Manager to Rs. 80 to Rs. 160 or 
something. But these people are con
tinuing to get only Rs. 55 to Rs. 130 
which is the scale fixed for the lower 
division clerks. I would therefore 
suggest that due consideration should 
be given to this matter and their griev
ances redressed...............

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Member will 
close his speech.

JXJW If } „

i

^  If (Begroupteg)
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(English translation of the above 
speech)

Giani G. S. Musafir (Amritsar); Sir. 
the discussion on the Railway Budget 
has been going on for two days and I 
would not have stood up to take the 
time of the House had any hon. 
Member said what I intend to.

Regrouping has figured very promi
nently in the discussion. It had to 
because by this a revolution has been 
brought in the organisation of the 
Railways. Certain remarks made by 
some hon. Members have necessitated 
my making a mention of these matters. 
Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee has 
remarked in an agitated manner that 
the Railway Ministry or the hon. 
Minister has reversed the decision of 
establishing the headquarters of North 
Eastern and Eastern Railways in 
Calcutta under some pressure. Sir, 
with your permission, I would like to 
ask as to how the Railway Ministry or 
the Railway Board can be guilty of 
what they have been charged with. I 
have copies of proposals which have
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been made by the Railway Board or 
the Ministry of Railways from time to 
time. I have had the honour to be a 
member of the Advisory Council for 
Railways for the last few years. I want 
to submit that the proposals put 
forward by the Ministry were discussed 
in the Advisory Council. The proposal 
to have two headquarters in Calcutta, 
was the only one which was not 
amended by the Council. Some pro
posals were amended by me Ministry 
after due consideration and others were 
amended by the Council. The final 
decision used to be taken by the 
Advisory Council, appointed by Parlia
ment. I thiiik that the decision of the 
Council is the decision of Parliament 
itself. The Ministry of Railways or 
the Railway Board do not enter into 
the picture at all. For example, I have 
a proposal with me maae oy the 
Ministry or the Board in June 1950. 
You may be surprised to know that 
the headquarters of six zones demar
cated originally, were proposed to be 
established in Madras, Bombay, 
Jodhpur, Calcutta, Nagpur and Delhi. 
But later on this demarcation was not 
considered suitable and Jodhpur was 
merged with Bombay. There was 
another proposal, mentioned by Shri 
Syama Prasad Mookerjee. The original 
proposal of the Ministry of Railways 
was that both the headquarters should 
be in Calcutta. But the Advisory 
Council did not accept the proposal. 
The question of pressure does not arise 
at all. Does Dr. Syama Prasad 
Mookerjee think that U.P. people have 
no rignt to put forward iheir point 
of view? Seven thousand miles of 
railways lie in U.P. Have the represen
tatives of that State no right to put 
forward any proposals? There was no 
question of arbitrary action on the part 
of the Ministry of Railways in this 
connection. It was arbitrary on the 
part of Shri Mookerjee, who m a very 
agitated manner, threatened with this 
and with that, it both the headquarters 
were not located at Calcutta. Some 
other hon. Members who agree with 
him, have also held out similar threats.
I think such utterances should not be 
made in this House. It would not be 
proper if some hon. Member from U.P. 
were to hold out threats that he would 
do this or that if the headquarter? are 
not established in Gorakhpur or if 
some one from North India may 
threaten with dire consequences if trie 
headquarters is removed from Delhi. 
It would not be Parliamentary if 
instead of holding discussion in the 
House, we come down to threats that 
we would do this or that cr that we 
would carry a certain impression to 
the people outside if our demand is 
not conceded. Certain things have 
been going on inside as well as outside

the House, which cannot be called 
democratic. The whole issue is simple: 
the decision has been taken by the 
Advisory Council. I am not saying 
anything for or against this decision. 
As far. as regrouping is conc^med even 
Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee has 
supported it. What he complaint about 
is that both the headquarters have not 
been opened in Calcutta. A hungry 
man was asked what two/ and two 
v/ould make and he answered—“ four 
loaves” . In the same way Dr. Syama 
Prasad Mookerjee’s thoi^hts revolve 
round Calcutta. One/ should not 
adopt such a tone.

I would like to ask the hon. Members, 
who have found fault with regrouping, 
whether they can formulate a better 
scheme which would not be objected 
to by anybody? Yesterday an hon. 
Member from Andhra made a mention 
of the names of several stations of 
that State and demanded a separate 
zone for Andhra. A  vernacular news
paper of Punjab had written that 
Chandigarh ought to have been the 
headquarters of the Northern Railway 
instead of Delhi. All this goes to show 
that anybody can find faWt with any 
scheme. If one has to object to a 
scheme formulated after a lot of 
experience and work and thought over 
by the Advisory Council appointed by 
this House, it should be in a proper 
manner. I want that this regrouping 
scheme should be given a trial in any 
case. ,

Another point made by Dr. Mookerjee 
was that the interchange of wagons at 
the present point at Moghalsarai, 
would be hampered and‘ the transport 
of coal to northern India would become 
difficult. Personally I do not know 
how matters stand in this regard. But 
I would request the hon. Minister to 
throw some light on it. I was jnder 
the impression that every thing would 
be all right if an Assistant Director is 
stationed at Moghalsarai. However, if 
this objection is correct and any 
hindrance is likely to be there even 
after regrouping, the hon. Minister, 
alone is in a position to clarify the 
matter.

Mr. Speaker: Order, order. The
hon. Member has taken up his time. 
Any further continuation of the speech 
will be a breach of the oral promise 
given.

Shri Tulsidas (Mehsana West) : 
Sir, T rise to make a few observations 
on the Railway Bud§ret. First of all 
I must congratulate the Government 
for presenting a Railway Budget 
which shows a very sound financial 
position. We have to look at the
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[Shri Tulsidas]
Budget from this point of view, that 
the Railway Administration had to 
undergo a lot of diificulties after the 
Partition. There was inflation in the 
country. The Railway Administration 
had also a lot of difficulties after 
World War II. Looked at frgm this 
angle. the Railway Budget, as 
presented, shows a really sound 
financial position.

But the position now has consider
ably changed. It is high time that the 
Railway Administration realises that 
the rates policy which they have been 
pursuing in the last one or two years 
is bound to affect adversely the 
economic position of the country. 
They have introduced a telescopic 
system of Railway rates policy, and 
abolished what they called the Station 
to Station rates and also the special 
rates which had been there till 1948. 
I would like to point out to the hon. 
Railway Minister that this has 
resulted in higher cost of manufacture 
of the different articles; this has also 
resulted in the higher cost of 
distribution of the manufactured 
articles and thereby it has had a 
certain effect on the cost of living. 
Besides, we have also to take into 
consideration the fact that India has 
now to strive for exports. If we have 
to regain our position in the export 
markets, we shall have to consider 
a considerable change in the Railway 
rates policy which is now being 
pursued and we shall have to have 
special rates; not only special rates, 
but for exporting certain of our 
articles, we shall have to give a lot 
of help and encouragement to the 
industry so that they may be in̂  a 
position to compete in the foreign 
markets. This is one point, which I 
would like to strongly urge on the 
Railway Minister for his serious 
consideration. We have also to take 
into consideration the fact that the 
balance of payment position is getting 
from bad to worse. Unless we export 
to foreign markets, it will not be 
possible for us to remain in a 
competitive position.

Another point that I would like to 
bring to the notice of the hon. Rail
way Minister is in connection with 
the situation on the meter gauge and 
narrow gauge lines. The position on 
the broad gauge has been very much 
improved but the lot of the people 
who live along and have to depend 
on the meter and narrow gauge lines 
is still very sad. Many times no 
booking is made from station to

station on the narrow and meter 
gauge lines. Also the trains on those 
lines are packed to the full and I 
have seen with my own eyes people 
travelling on the foot-boards and on 
top of the carriages. It is a very sad 
situation in those areas. Even though 
the rates have been increased by 200 
to 400 per cent, on goods as well as 
passenger fares, people feel that they 
have not been given a proper deal. 
I would cite the example of the line 
from Ahmedabad to Mount Abu. 
There are daily 40 trains running 
between these two stations and there 
is only one single line with the result 
that there are many bottlenecks. It 
is not possible for people then to have 
even the essential commodities and 
the prices in those areas are much 
higher compared to those prevailing 
in other areas. This matter should 
be looked into from the angle I 
mentioned. There are many commo
dities which are surplus and selling 
at very much lower prices but in these 
areas people have to pay much higher 
prices, ten to fifteen per cent, more, 
because they cannot get them as 
easily as in other areas. I would 
suggest to the hon. Minister to see 
whether it would not be advisable to 
have double line in this meter gauge 
sector and also provide other facilities 
for bookings to enable a free flow and 
movement of goods.

There is another point that has to 
be looked into by the hon. Minister. 
We are spending <iuite a large amount 
of money on rebuilding and reno
vating stations. I do not say that it 
is not required : but this can wait. 
For if we could spend this money on 
improving the lines or by laying new 
lines, that will go much farther in 
removing the hardships that the 
people are suffering now.

Commodities like cement and steel 
which are very essential for people 
are in short supply and they find it 
difficult to get them. A very large 
amount of these is used by the Rail
ways, particularly in rebuilding and 
renovating stations. This can take 
place later on and for the present 
these articles can be used for meeting 
the necessities of life. There is 
housing shortage all over the country 
and if cement and steel could be 
released for these purposes, tliat will 
benefit the people at large. I would 
like the Minister to consider whether 
we could not posrponS rebuilding and 
renovating stations to a later date and
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in the meantime remove these bottle
necks which create difficulties at the 
present time.

There is one particular point which 
I would like to mention. In the 
suburban trains in Bombay the second 
class has been removed. Bombay has 
a very large population of middle 
class people and this abolition of tlie 
second class is a real hardship to them. 
I would therefore suggest on behalf 
of these middle class people that the 
second class should be restored in the 
Bombay suburban trains and the 
hardship experienced removed.

Sir, I have stated my points briefly 
and I shall choose another occasion 
to make other points which I may 
have. I thank you for the opportunity 
you have given me.

Shri Sarangadhar Das (Dhenkanal— 
West Cuttack) : Sir, from the debate
that has gone on for the last few days 
I see that the regrouping of the 
railways, particularly the Northern, 
North Eastern and Eastern Railways, 
has been the piece de resistance. 
However, I do not consider it as 
important as another matter. So I 
would dwell on the regrouping of the 
railways later on.

First r t  all I would like to speak 
about the old Pay Commission’s 
recommendations. I see that the 
railways are making huge profits by 
raising freight as well as passenger 
rates. The passengers, the trading 
people and the consumers are paying 
heavily, so that the railways earn 
large profits. Those profits should 
first of all be utilised in improving 
the conditions of life o f the workers 
and staff who are engaged in running 
the railways.

Last- year there was a great deal 
of discussion about this matter and 
it was pointed out that the Pay Com
mission’s recommendations had not 
been fully implemented. As far as 
I remember, the then Railway Minis
ter gave a promise that the dearness 
allowance or at least a part of it, will 
be merged in the pay and salaries of 
the staff or workers and for that 
purpos3 a commission would be 
appointed. I should like to know if 
that commission has been appointed 
and what the results of their delibera- 
lions are. If such a commission has 
not been appointed then I must say 
that the Government, in matters of 
this kind, where the workers are 
concerned, make promises knowing 
full well that they do not want to 
implement them. I want speci
fically.......

The Minister o f Defence (Shrf
Gopalaswami) : May I mention for
the information of the hon. Member 
that a press note has already been 
issued saying that Government have 
decided to appoint this committee.

Shri Sarangadhar Das: If the
Government have decided now, they 
have taken a year to come to this 
decision. That is the point. I say 
that the recommendations of the Pay 
Commission were made five or six 
years ago and to find that those 
recommendations have not been 
implemented even after five or six 
years is, to say the least, a matter for 
which the Government cannot be too 
severely condemned. The sooner this 
matter is settled the better for all 
concerned, because there are m anj 
categories of workers who have not 
received the benefits recommended by 
the Pay Commission and consequently 
there is much discontent all the time. 
Every time this matter is brought up, 
the Government brushes it aside by 
making some promise or other. This 
must end.

Then I come to the passengers* 
amenities, about which a great desd 
has been said by the Railway Minister. 
As a traveller myself and having 
travelled in the hottest part of the 
country, namely Madhya Pradesh, 
only a few days ago, I have to ask 
this pointed question as to where all 
the money that is appropriated for 
improving the amenities to passengers, 
goes, if the conditions continue to 
remain as miserable as I have found 
them. I stopped for about two hours 
in a small station called Piparia. In 
the upper class waiting room there was 
a punkah, the old style pulling fan; 
the fr£ime was there but the cloth or 
the matting that hangs down, that 
brings the breeze, was.not there and 
there was no punfcah puUer. Now, the 
money that the upper class passengers 
are paying......

The Minister of State fei Finance 
(Shri Tyagi) : Did my friend go there 
in the summer season or in the 
winter?

Shri Sarangadhar Das: I said
few days ago I had been in Madhya 
Pradesh and that I stopped at Piparia 
only three days ago for about two 
hours, and there was no .fan, no 
punkah puller.’ Then a few hours 
later I stayed at Itarsi junction. There 
were no electric fans either in the 
upper class waiting room or in the 
staff offices. There is current at Itarsi 
but no fan was -working. I made an 
entry in the complaints book— I 
remember the Minister of State for
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Railways, Mr. Santhanam last year 
had said, “ Why can’t we enter our 
remarks?”  I have entered my remarks 
there. The station master said for the 
previous two weeki there had been 
some engine breakdown as a result of 
which there was current available 
only at night time but not during the 
day. Sir, I am not speaking of my 
own com fort; I went into the offices 
and I saw what work the staiT was 
doing. It is impossible in that heat 
to do any work. You are losing your 
man-hours by not providing this 
amenity. Two weeks is too long a 
period for any breakdown of this sort 
and if there are no engineers at Itarsi 
the Railway should arrange to get an 
engineer from some neighbouring city 
and set the engine right. likewise, 
in other Railways, the Bengal-Nagpur 
Railway for instance, I see quite often 
the lights are dim, there are no muro^s 
in the bathrooms or in the c o m p ^ - 
ments, all kinds of things are missmg. 
If crores of rupees are being spent 
according to the report, I want to kn9W 
where the money goes if the amenities 
that had existed in these Railways 
five years ago are not there now. I 
quite admit that ever since I discussed 
the Railway Budget about three years 
ago the conditions have improved to 
some extent, but that is no reason 
why the administration should be 
complacent—the administration should 
be up and doing so that the proi^r 
amenities are available for the 
travelling public.

•

I now come to the re-groupmg of 
railways. Much has been said by 
previous speakers, so it is not 
necessary for me to go into the details 
of it. But from all the s p e e c h e s  and 
all the protests of Railway Mens 
Unions all over my part of the 
country, that is N o^-E astern and 
Eastern India, it is quite evident that 
no one is satisfied with the present 
regrouping. I wish to know when 
last January the Railway Ministry had 
come to a decision and said that that 
was the best arrangement, whatever 
the arrangement was, why it was 
changed only a little afterwards and 
the bulletin or the White Paper that 
had been circulated at that nme in 
January was withdrawn. Why should 
a publication be withdrawn? It can 
be amended. Why was it withdrawn? 
I want to know the reason for this. 
I hold no brief for any of the States, 
whether Orissa or Bengal or the 
present premier State of India, but 
it seems to me that in this battle for 
getting headquarters in one’s own 
State or elsewhere, we are missing the 
real point that re-grouping was 
intended from the very beginning to

increase general efficiency and help in 
operational matters, for example, the 
ease with which empties can be 
brought back and loaded wagons can 
come from the manufacturing concerns 
or the mines. I believe that these 
things are being missed, and I have 
no doubt that there are two particular 
States the Premiers of which have
used political pressure in changing the 
former re-grouping to suit their
purposes. I therefore urge upon
the Government that the only solution 
for this is that the matter should 
be referred to an expert com
mission. I do not want, as some of 
my friends have already suggested, 
a Parliamentary commission— I want
real experts, whether in official life or 
outside official life, real experts who 
can go over the matter and so arrange 
this grouping of the different railways 
into different zones that there will be 
better efficiency, economy and ease in 
operation. With these words, I again 
urge that this matter should not be 
brushed aside but should be referred 
to an expert commission.

10 A .M .

Shri Nevatia (Shahjahanpur Distt.— 
North cum Kheri— East): Sir, I am
sure in this House as well as outside 
there is a large measure of agreement 
on the basic objectives of our great 
railway system. The railways are our 
largest national undertaking, and they

* should be kept in sound condition. 
They should serve the passengers of 
all classes, more particularly the third 
class passengers who contribute 
88 per cent, of the coaching earnings 
from the passenger traffic, and the 
traders, industries and persons who 
offer goods to them for transport, 
efficiently and at a reasonable cost. 

, They should serve the larger interests 
of our national economy and help the 
industrial development of the country 
as far as possible. Applying the test 
of the above objectives to the Budget 
before us, I do not see any justification 
for the criticism) made by some of 
the hon. Members that the Deprecia
tion and Development Funds accumu
lated in the railways are unduly large. 
The capital at charge of the Indian 
Government Railways is Rs. 8G2 crores. 
The closing balance of the Deprecia
tion Reserve Fund is estimated at 
101 crores which is only twelve 
per cent, of the capital at charge. Even 
if we deduct from the capital at 
charge certain floating or working 
capital and calculate the percentage 
on the balance capital even then I 
believe the depreciation reserve figure 
would not amount to probably more 
than 15 per cent Now it is the first 
and primary duty of any undertaking,
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whether in the private sector or in 
the public sector, to see that the 
capital is kept in sound condition so 
as to permit replacement when the 
economic life of the plant, which in 
this case 'Is the permanent way and 
the rolling stock, is exhausted. It is 
well-known that the present price of 
permanent way materials, locomotives, 
coaches, wagons and workshop machi
nery etc. is three to four times the 
pre-war price. Though in the past 
three years there have been consi
derable replacements which have been 
made by withdrawals from the 
Depreciation Fund, it cannot be said 
that we have reached a stage when 
large-scale replacements woul^ not be 
necessary. On the contrary it has 
been stated that replacement dues on 
1st April, 1951 are still 25,000 wagons 
as against normal annual replacement 
requirements of 5,500 and coaching 
stock replacement dues were 5,120 as 
agaiffist anviual iifepllacement requih^ 
ment of 600. The depression of the 
thirties continued up to 1937 and then 
the war years that followed were 
largely responsible for this accumula
tion of replacements. This is a legacy 
of the past for which the present 
administration cannot obviously be 
blamed. As it is considered necessary 
that the capital should not become 
obsolete or scrap, it is essential that 
sufficient money should be made 
available for replacement in the shape 
of Depreciation or other Fund*.

[S h r i M . A n an th a sa ya n am  A y y a n - 
GAR in  the Chair],

There have been criticisms about 
the dividend paid to the General 
Revenues. Out of Rs. 34 crores 
estimated dividend, the Government of 
India has to spend Rs. 26*35 crores by 
way of interest charges for the loan 
advanced, as has been mentioned on 
page 0 of the Explanatory Memo
randum on the Central Government 
Budget and only Rs. 7*65 crores is the 
net contribution of the railways to the 
General Revenues. This works out at 
less than one per cent. On an 
investment of Rs. 862 crores, it cannot 
be said that a contribution of less than 
one per cent, is excessive. On the 
contrary, if the same thing had been 
done in any industry in private sector, 
It would have been said that that 
industry was mismanaged and it 
should be taken over by the Govern
ment. If no dividend is paid, then 
fche general taxpayer would have to 
meet the burden, because these Rs. 26 
rrores for interest charges will have 
to be found in any case and it will 
mean that the community as a whole 
woulr have to pay it. Further, the

omission of the net contribution of 
Rs. 7*65 crores made .,t6 the General 
Revenues would also liave to be met 
by curtailing expenditure, most pro
bably on essential development 
projects.

Having said so much about railway 
revenues, I would like to drai/ir the 
attention of the hon. Minister for 
railways to traffic earnings. As against 
an actual figure of Rs. 263 crores in 
1950-51, the Budget estimate for the 
current year is Rs. 298. I am not 
taking into account the revised 
estimates caused by the abolition of 
the inter-railway adjustment system, 
as I have not got the corresponding 
figures of actuals of 1951 based on 
the same accounting system. There 
has been an increase of Rs. 35 crorea 
in earnings, mostly caused by the 
increase in passenger fares and the 
increase in freight on coal and other 
essential commodities, lumped under 
the heading of rationalisation and 
adjustment of freights. If this figure of 
Rs. 35 crores had been largely reflected 
in increase in net revenue, there would 
have been at least some consolation, 
but^ I find that, as it is, the net 
addition to revenue is only Pis. ten 
crores. There has been increase in 
ordinary working expenses amounting 
to Rs. 21 crores. Rs. 3',3 crores of this 
is due to Rs. five per month increment 
to labour and Rs. 2*4 crores on account 
of tho increase in freight charges on 
coal consumed by the railways them
selves. Both these total Rs. 5*7 crores. 
Thus if the increase in the ordinary 
working expenses had been only Rs. 
five or six crores. I would not have 
minded it. But it is of the order of 
Rs. 21 crores, which is very inordinate. 
It Is unfortunate that a major portion 
of the increase was obtained by the 
levy of additional passenger fares and 
freight charges. It has been mentioned 
that the abolition of inflated mileage 
will lead to a loss of Rs. two crores, 
but the system of inflated naileage has 
not yet been fully brought into 
operation. Therefore, I am not taking 
that into account. I find that the fuel 
expenses have been increasing every 
year. This has been admitted in the 
White Paper and it is said that the 
Government have appointed a Com
mittee to enquire into the caxises. One 
hon. Member—I think Dr. Lanka 
Sundaram—said that there was a fall 
of Rs. ten crores in fuel expenses. That 
is not a fact. Actually, it is the other 
way about.

I now come to the railway fare 
adjustments. It has been said that 
the increase in fares was required in 
order to .prevent anomalies. I shall 
t«ke the case of sugar. It is stated
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ttat the competitive conditions no 
longer apply and hence increase in 
rates caused by abolition of special 
rtation to station rates is justified. I 
have been connected with the sugar 
industry for the last twenty years. I 
know that it has been hit very hard 
by this decision. The protection given 
to millions of tarmers in U.P. and 
Bihar to market their production of 
sugarcane in the form of sugar has 
been greatly reduced if not nullified. 
U.P. and Bihar produce nearly 75 
per cent of All India sugar production. 
Hence they have to sfend sugar to 
distant areas like Malabar, Cochin 
etc. They have to market it all over 
India. Only for that reason, the special 
rates had been introduced and they 
cannot be condemned as a relic of 

the past. The abolition of these rates 
has hit the sugar industry and the 
farmers of U.P. and Bihar very hard. 
If only there had been a postponement 
oi this decision for one year, I am 
sure it would not have been necessary 
to increase the rates, because there is 
no longer a seller’s market and a 
buyer** market is fast coming on the

I hope, the Railways would pay 
more attention to reducing the cost 
on repairs, because it is only by 
making savings and increasing 
eflBciency that the cost of working can 
be brought down and the passengers 
and those who offer goods for trans
port can be served efficiently and at 
a reasonable cost.

In view ol the fact that my time 
is up, I finish my speech.

the railway is a nationalised under- 
takmg and it is the biggest that the 
Government of India have today.

Before I proceed to deal with the 
regrouping of the railways, I should 
like to say a few words about the 
remarks made by some hon. Members 
opposite. One of them referred to the 
hon. Mr. Santhanam’s defeat and said 
that it was almost a reflection on the 
policy of the railway administration. 
May .1 remind him of and point out 
to him the success of my hon. friend 
here, Mr. Natesan, and ai?o Mi’s. 
Chandrasekhar from the Tiruvallur 
constituency of Madras State? That 
constituency contains the Perambur 
and Chulai railway workers—a very 
large number indeed—and in it my 
hon. friend Mr. Natesan defeated Mr. 
Guruswami. I am not bringing this 
forward as an argument that a 
question of policy has b e ^  aoproved 
or disapproved. My only pojpt is that 
to quote an individual case of defeat 
or success to illustrate that the railway 
policy of the Government is good or 
bad is not the proper way of approach.

Another hon. Member sitting 
opposite said something about the 
White Paper being withdrawn. I do 
not know where he got that informa
tion, In introducing the Budget, the 
Railway Minister specifically referred 
to the White Paper that had been 
issued in February last and in fact 
all the informatif)n I am going to give 
to the House is based on the facts 
contained in that White Paper. So, 
there is no question of its being 
withdrawn and I take it that it stands 
and the Government also stand by it.

Shri H. S. Reddy (Kumool) ; Sir, 
let me congratulate the Government 
on the presentation of this Railway 
Budget. My congratulations are not 
based only on financial considerations; 
they are based also on the policy 
enunciated and proposed to be pursued 
by the Government in the administra
tion ol railway matters. I refer in 
particular to the constitution of the 
Railway Delvelopment Fund in 1949 
wherein it has been clearly laid down 
that the railway administration 
“ recognises that the future of the 
railway development would no longer 
be conditioned by commercial consi
derations alone and that the national
ised railw3 ys must perforce play a 
positive role in the economic develop
ment o l the country irrespective of 
whether a particular development is 
going to be commercially feasible and 
economically possible.”  I consider that 
as of very great importaDce, because

Before I proceed further, I should 
like to thank the administration for 
having provided in the Budget for the 
construction of two over-bridges in 
the city of Madras. They are very 
important and essential for the quick 
communication between one area and 
the other in that growing city. I should 
only like to urge that another 
important bridge that has not yet been 
taken up be included in the Budget 
and taken up at least in the future. 
I refer to the need for an over
bridge connecting the area this side 
of the High Court with the Fort Area. 
It is becoming an increasingly im
portant area and I should like to urge 
on the railway administration to take 
up this question.

Sir, I come from the Ceded dis
tricts—^particularly the district of 
Bellary. I would Hke to tell the rail
way administration that some -of the
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railway stations—many of them— 
stand as they were constructed. Per
haps, they would form very fine pteces 
for the Museum that may be put up 
in the 1953 Centenary celebration that 
is proposed to be held in Delhi, be
cause they are as old, as unchanged, 
as they were when they were original
ly -built. Perhaps, that area has not 
received the attention of the railway 
administration in the matter of re
modelling and imorovement and I hope 
that it will be taken up.

Now, I come to the question of re
grouping of the railways. It was 
pointed out, it was urged, as though 
that the Government had already 
taken a decision in the matter and 
that they went back on the decision 
that they had made on the 6th of 
March 1952.

The policy of regrouping of the 
railways, was put forward and ap
proved in 1950. Subsequently in 1951 
the regrouping of the Southern Area 
was undertaken. It was not as though 
that there had not been some objec
tions even there. There were, I re
member, certain objections raised, but 
in the interest of national well-being 
and operational efficiency T believe 
those objections were overruled and 
the proposals were carried out as they 
were then formulated.

The Central Advisory Council for 
Railways, which is a Committee of the 
Parliament, seems to have been con
stantly consulted in the matter of re- 
frroupine of railv/avs and to say tĥ it 
the railway administration or the 
Government have done certain things 
without consulting the Parliament, or 
the representatives of Parliament 
seems to be not correct. From the 
papers circulated. I And that at the 
meeting of the 6th March 1952, when 
the hon. Shri Gopalaswami Ayyangar 
presided, decisions were taken to have 

Vj^ado^inrters of the No’'th-Ea5^ern 
■Railway at Gorakhpur, and the Allaha
bad Division of the East Indian Rail
way to be included in the Northern 
P''ihv?n^ So far pp the SeMdah Divi
sion is concerned, it was left open for 
<li5?cussion bv the Railway Member 
with the Chief Minister of West 
Bengal and other interests concerned 
and after due consultation the present 
decision was taken. From the proceed
ings of the 6th March it was not as 
thi^ii"h thi.*; was riot. dism«:?pd
at length. There was voting on this 
Question and the decision that has now 
been taken was taken by a vote— nine 
to three.

It is therefore clear that the conten
tion that the decision that was taken

has been gone back upon by the ad
ministration, is not correct, not true. 
I say if the Government go about 
changing their decisions about this 
matter, it is not as though there are 
not other divisions that will not raise 
this question. It is necessary that 
when decisions are taken, as some 
two friends opposite pointed out, Gov
ernment must stick to it and pursue 
it. It is quite possible that pressure 
might change the attitude, but if the 
attitude goes on changing due to 
pressure then the difficulty will be 
that it will be a bad example and 
other people might follow suit and 
agitate for changes. From what I 
have heard I do not see any real ob
jection from the point of view of 
operational efficiency or administrative 
convenience about the division that 
has been decided. Sir, the need 
that has been urged for the appoint
ment of a soecia! commission 
of experts to go into the question, I 
am not able to understand, because 
the people who put forward the pro
posals were experts and the decision 
■va? Ta^en l.v the Central Advisory 
Council, a representative body of the 
Parliament. I should think, that 
it would open up avenues for further 
discussions being raised and pressure 
bein^ brought, if the Government go 
back on the decision that has been 
taken. I should like to urge that the 
Government should stick to the 
decision they have already taken.

Shri Chattopadhyaya (Vijayavada): 
Sir, may we be allowed to submit that 
in view of the fact that a large section 
of the Members of this House are not 
ronver??ant with Hindi—Members from 
Andhra, Tamil Nad and even West 
Bengal and Assam and other pro
vinces—may I humbly request the 
hon. Minister for Railways to address 
this House first in English and after 
that in Hindi?

Shri Gopalaswami: Sir, I have
decided to intervene in this debate at 
:his stage, though I am labouring un- 

the disabi1i+v of not having had 
the advantage of listening to the debate 
or Iho two orev^ous davs. I do not 
propose to traverse all the ground 
that has been covered in the course 
of that debate. That will be done by 
the Minister in charge of Railways.

Ther- is one subject which has 
loomed very large in the course of these 
debates. That is a matter in respect 
of which I know several Members on 
the benches opposite have fastened 
the responsibility on my shoulders. As 
the House knows, I happened to be in 
charcre of this portfolio till a few days 
ngo and the question I am referring to,
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namely the question of railway re
grouping, was decided finally during 
my time. Well, this decision has been 
attacked on groimds which seem to 
me to be absolutely without justifica
tion. I say that deliberately because 
I am afraid the opposition to the final 
decision is not actuated so much by 
the merits of any case on the other 
side but is rather the result of a 
certbin amount of dissatisfaction fSelt 
in certain quarters that their point of 
view did not finally find favour with 
the Government.

Let me elaborate this point. At 
present according to the regrouping 
that is in force— and I am confining 
myself to the North-Eastern and the- 
Eastern Railways—iaccording to that 
regrouping-, the headquarters of the 
North-Eastern Railway have been 
located at Gorakhpur and the head
quarters of the Eastern Railway at 
Calcutta. The suggestion that has 
been made is that the first decision 
was a thoroughly wrong one and that 
the second decision requires modifica
tion to the extent of placing two head
quarters and not one at Calcutta. Let 
Us examine this position. What is the 
North-Eastern Railway today? Ac
cording to the latest decision it is all
9  metre gauge system. Everyone will 
aeree that if the boundaries of that 
Railway should be what they are, the 
most approDriato location for the head- 
cruarters of that Railway should be at 
Gorakhpur. But it is pointed out that 
under an earlier proposal it was sug
gested that in addition to the metre 
gauge system we should add to this 
system a portion of the broad gauge 
system south of the river Ganga, that 
ic the Senldab 'nivision. And if that 
Sealdah Division was tacked on to the 
metre gauge system it was nronosed 
then that the more suitable head
quarters would have been at Calcutta.

I want to make the position of the 
Railwav Board and mvself nerfectliv
4-*lear in regard to this matter. In 
January the Railway Board framed a 
scheme for reerouping which was ac
cepted by me for the purpose of being 
f i r m  I ted to State Governments, 
Chambers of Commerce, labour organi
sations and the public in order to 
elicit criticism that went round. And 
it was said in the circular which sent 
tVie scneme round that when the criti
cism*; were recpived thev would be 
considered by the Railway Board and 
the Railway Ministry and final pro
posals would be placed before the 
Central Advisory Council for consi
deration. This was done. The Central 
Advisory Council met on two days.

-on the 27th of February and the 6th
• of March. In the interim there was 
a debate in the Provisional Parliament. 
I think it arose on the provisional 
Budget that had been presented to that 

-House.
Pandit L. K. Maitra (Nabadwip): 

May I correct my hon. friend? The 
-debate that took place was not In the 
interval between the Central Ad
visory Council meetings. The debate 
took place on the 25th and 26th, that 
is to say the Central Advisory Council 
meeting came on a day later.

Shri Gopalaswami: I do not think
what I said meant anjiihing different. 
What I said was that the first meeting 
o f the Central Advisory Council was 
on the 27th of February and the debata 
was before that. When I mentioned 
the word interval I meant the interval 
"between the circulation of the scheme 
and the consideration by the Central 
Advisory Council. When this debate 
ttook place the Central Advisory Coun- 
<cil had not considered this scheme, 
and the debate went on the basis of the 
scheme that had been circulated. 
Government had not taken a decision 
on the criticisms that had been re
ceived and no final proposals had been 
evolved for the purpose of being plac
ed before the Central Advisory Coun
cil. It is true that in the course of 
that debate I did defend the placing 
o f the two headquarters at Calcutta. 
But I wish hon. Members to remem
ber that in matters of this sort, when 
a scheme is prepared by experts and 
sent round for public opinion, It is 
not always that when Government 
come to take a decision they swear 
bv whatever the experts may have 
originally recommended. It is quite 
easy for hon. Members to make In
convenient quotations from Ministers* 
previous speeches in order to say that 
they had changed ground. But what 
was the change due to? It was due 
to the public opinion that expressed 
itself on the oriEfinal scheme. And 
when Government placed this matter 
before the Central Advisory Council 
that opinion was taken into considera
tion and discussed at the meeting of 
the Central Advisory Council. The 
result was perhaps a modified deci
sion, and eve î that decision was later 
on modified in response to further 
public opinion.

Pandit L. K. Maitra: It was modifi
ed further by further public opinion.

Shri GoQalaswami: I will explain.
It was said on the other side— in fa<?t. 
one hon. Member for whom I had the 
greatest respect likened me to the 
Grand Moghul. In fact he wei*
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lurther and said that I was not mere
ly a Moghul but a Mohammed Bin 
Tughlak. Weli, you can use words 
which come to your lips on the spur 
of the moment, but I expect res
ponsible people of that sort to weigh 
their words before they use them. 
What is it that happened? At the 
meeting of the Central Advisory Coun
cil on the 27th of February the main 
question that was discussed at some 
length was the dropping of one of the 
headquarters at Calcutta and locat
ing that headquarters at Gorakhpur. 
There was a considerable amount of 
discussion. No decision was arrived 
at and the Council adjourned to meet 
specifically on the 6th of March for 
further consideration of the scheme 
of regrouping. That meeting took 
place. At the meeting on the 27th 
public opinion did find expression 
through the mouths of various mem
bers of the Central Advisory Council. 
I do concede the position that re
presentatives from Bengal, amongst 
whom was my hon. friend Pandit 
Maitra, wanted that the whole ques
tion should be postponed.

Pandit L. K. Maitra: Till a new
Parliament is formed.

Shri Gopalaswami: Whatever it is. 
He wanted a decision of the question 
to be postponed. But the general opi
nion was that it would not do to post
pone a decision of the question but 
that we should take a few more days’ 
time in order to see whether we could 
not arrive at a decision. We therefore 
met on the 6th of March. Meanwhile 
I canvassed all the expressions of 
public opinion that I had received, and 
when we started the meeting on the 
6th of March I opened that meeting 
with the statement that in deference to 
the volume of public opinion that I had 
read and the volume that had found 
expression at the previous meeting of 
the Central Advisory Council I was 
prepared to consider the question of 
changing one of the headquarters from 
Calcutta to Gorakhpur. I also said 
that the question of tke incorporation 
of the Allahabad Division into the 
Northern Railway should also be con
sidered. That also was in response to 
public opinion. The meeting discussed 
both these matters and gave categori
cal decisions on both these points. I 
do not say that the decision was a un
animous one. The public opinion td 
which I had referred in connection with 
these matters has been characterized 
as some ‘pressure’ opinion from the 
U.P. and the Government of U.P. I 
do not know if the word ‘pressure’ is 
the proper word to use. The Govern
ment of U.P. and the representatives 
of U.P. did make representations

against what had been put iiito the ori
ginal scheme just as in certain other 
matters the Government of West 
Bengal and the peoples’ representatives 
of West Bengal made their own repre
sentations. I considered all of thes«. 
Let me say this; There were twor 
principles which governed my ap
proach to the solution of this problem 
and I claim that 1 approached this, 
problem with the most objective o f 
minds, with a desire simply to arrive 
at a solution which could not be attack
ed on the ground that it was influenced 
by bias in favour of the one side or 
the other, whether the side was one of 
politics, territory, State or community. 
1 examined all these various repre
sentations. I called my technical 
officers together and asked them: If 
you give in to pubhc opinion on such 
and such a matter, are you satisfied 
that your operational and other effi
ciency of administration on the 
railways will not be affected? As 
I said the question was examined at 
great length by the Railway Board and. 
their officers and it was only when a 
particular suggestion was supported by
expert opinion that it would not detract 
from efficiency or operational suitabi
lity that I accepted that decision. It
IS a travesty of facts to say that I gave 
in on a particular matter, because the 
Government of U.P. wanted it or the 
people of U.P. wanted it, just as it 
would be a travesty of facts to say that 
I yielded in some other matters* to toe 
West Bengal Government or the people 
of West Bengal because they were 
people from there and not because of 
the merits of the change itself. These 
two things were said a f  the second 
meeting of the Central Advisory Coun
cil. There was one question relating 
to Sealdah Division but on that it was 
not possible to arrive at a final deci
sion, not so much because the material 
was not there for arriving at a final 
decision, but because representatives 
from Bengal on the Central Advisory 
Council took the rather unhelpful atti
tude of not pronouncing themselves on 
it but all the time insisted that the 
whole question should be postponed al
together. I hope I am not doing any 
injustice to any representatives.......

Pandit L. K. Maitra: I had put in n
minute of dissent in which I made the 
position perfectly clear, and in which 
I said that all interests should be con
sidered in the major portion of thQ 
proposals.

Shri Gopalaswami: I remember nyr 
hon. friend did dictate a few sentences 
stating his own view of the matter 
and that went into the record.

Pandit L. K. Maitra: And also twa 
others there.
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Shri Gopal^wam i: They supported 
the hon. Member, but the majority of 
the Council consisting not merely- of 
representatives from U.P. but repre
sentatives from all other parts of the 
country subscribed to the decision that 
was given.

Shri M. Khuda Baksh (Murshida> 
bad ): It now transpires that a member 
of the Central Advisory Council put 
in a note of dissent on the last day of 
the meeting. The papers that were 
circulated to us do not include that 
note of dissent. When the proceedings 
of the meeting were circulated to the 
members, it was to be expected that 
the complete proceedings including the 
note of dissent would be circulated to 
members.

Shri Gopalaswami: I do not think 
that we trade on notes of dissent in 
drawing, up the proceedings of the 
Central Advisory Council.

Pandit L. K. Maitra: Pardon me, Sir. 
I made a particular request and said 
that in this matter the views should be 
given briefly to all members who par
ticipated in it including the minute of 
dissent which I appended. It is not 
a few lines. It ran to two pages 
which I wrote at the moment and two 
members subscribed to it. I sugges
ted that they should be circulated in 
the form of proceedings.

Shri Gopalaswami: That note might 
have been included in the account ot 
the proceedings.

Shri Alagesan (Chingleput): I read 
a portion of the minute which was 
circulated to members. “The sugges
tion for the postponement of the consi
deration of the proposals was put to 
vote and lost. Messrs. Pandit L. K. 
Maitra, G. D. Bhatt, S. C. Samanta 
and Naziruddin Ahmad were the only 
members voting in favour of it.” This 
is the mention made in the Minute.

Shri Gopalaswami: I say that even 
if the note of dissent had been in
cluded Jn the proceedings of that par
ticular meeting, it wouid have made 
absolutely no difference as to the de
cision or as to the merits of that 
decision. We proceeded with regard 
to the Sealdah Division on the 
decision of that meeting of the 
Advisory Council, and seeing that 
we could not get any help from 
the representatives of Bengal, we said 
that the Minister . should confer with 
the Chief Minister of West Bengal 
and after discussion with him settle 
that particular matter finally, not only 
consultation with the Chief Minister 
of West Bengal but also with the

Defence authorities. These two con
sultations were made and as a result 
of these consultations, it was agreed 
that Sealdah Division should be 
tacked on to the North Eastern Rail
way. That one pending point having 
been decided, the whole scheme was put 
through and the scheme was inaugu
rated on the 14th of April last by the 
Priipe Minister. Before that date 
further representations from West 
Bengal, both from the Chief Minister 
and the Government and certain 
commercial and business interests 
were received and I decided that so 
far as Allahabad and Sealdah Divi
sions were concerned, we would defer 
the implementation of these portions 
of the scheme till I had had a further 
discussion with the Chief Minister of 
West Bengal. The Chief Minister was 
asked to suggest* a date; not only the 
Chief Minister of West Bengal—I 
must correct myself—but with the 
Chief Minister of U.P, and all other 
interests concerned. The Chief Minis
ter of West Bengal was asked to 
suggast a date for this discussion and 
he suggested the 19th of April. A 
conference was held on the 19th of 
April. It was attended by both the 
two Chief Ministers as well as by 
representatives of business and com
mercial opinion of both West Bengal 
and U.P.; there were representatives 
of Assam, both of the people and the 
Government. There were certain 
other representatives as well. . .

Shri Meghnad Saha (Calcutta North
West): May I interrupt at this stage? 
The hon. Minister has admitted 
categorically that the ooinion of the 
board of experts was that Calcutta 
should have, two centres. I would 
kindly ask the hon. Minister to put 
before this House the opinion of the 
General Managers and Operating Su
perintendents. Now, the hon. Member 
admits that he had called the Chief 
Ministers of the different provinces to 
settle this affair. It is quite clear 
that when you ask the Chief Minis
ters . . .

Mr. Chairman: There cannot be a 
soeech in the middle of another speech. 
If the hon. Member wants any expla
nation on any point, he may ask that.

Shri Meghnad Saha: I am coming to 
the point.

Mr. Chairman: It should not be
longdrawn.

Shri Meghnad Saha: Here is a mat
ter which is supposed to have the final 
say. from the experts. But, when you 
are asking the Chief Ministers of 
four or five provinces to give their 
opinion, each Minister would like the
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headquarters of a zone to be in his 
own province. Is it not setting up a 
very dangerous precedent that in these 
matters which concern the unity of 
the country, you are asking the pro
vinces for their opinion. We know 
what the Chief Ministers of the pro
vinces would say.

Shri Gopalaswami: I thought my
hon. friend was a very representative 
democrat. I thought he believed in 
democracy and I believe he belongs to 
the most extreme wing of people who 
claim democracy as their watchword.
I am amazed at his proposition. . .

Dr. S. P. Mookerjee (Calcutta South
East): Scientific democracy.

Shri Gopalaswami: I am amazed at 
his proposition that the opinion of the 
experts on this matter should be the 
final word. If so, why is he in Par
liament today? Why am I a Minister 
or my hon. friend the Minister in 
charge of Railways? The final deci
sion has to be with us. Experts cer
tainly have to be asked for advice and 
any advice that is tendered by them 
will be treated tenderly. Certainly, 
the final decision cannot be left t» 
them.

Dr. S. P. Mookerjee: Completely
ignoring their advice.

Shri Gopalaswami: That is why 
Government took the decision. Other
wise, the Railway Board could have 
issued orders straightaway.

Shri Meghnad Saha: On a matter
like this concerning operational effici
ency and business efficiency, the 
opinion of the experts should be given 
very great weight. It is quite clear 
that that weight has not been given 
and their opinion has been thrown to 
the waste-paper basket at the insist
ence of the politicians.

Shri Radhelal Vyas (Ujjain): Are 
we having Question Hour again?

Shri Gopalaswami: I am sorry if my 
hon. friend got the impression that 
any advice that I got from the experts 
was thrown into the waste-paper 
basket. On the other hand I made it
perfectly clear that when public
opinion wanted something different
from what the experts had originally 
recommended, I referred the matter 
to the experts again and obtained
their opinion as to whether opera
tional efficiency or sound administra
tion would be endangered if I accept
ed the public point of view. Let me 
say what my policy was in regard to 
this matter. I put it in one sentence 
in the speech in which I requested the 
46 PSD

Prime Minister to inaugurate the 
scheme.

Shri S. S. More (Sholapur): Is
there any time limit for the hon. 
Minister’s speech?

Mr. Chairman: The time limit is 
there; for the puroose of elucidatii:s 
the various points that have been 
made in the House, I am allowing the 
hon. Minister, A number of hon. 
Members made this a very important 
point and the hon. Minister has to 
explain so that they may be satisfied.

Shri S. S. More: I do not grudge 
the time given. But, at the same time, 
the concession should be shown to us 
also. We have got something substan
tial to say on this.

Mr. Chairman: If the hon. Member 
were on this side, the same considera
tion would be shown to him.

Shri S. S. More: We have no oppor
tunity to reply.

Shri Meghnad Saha: The hon. Min
ister referred to public opinion. . . .

Mr. Chairman: Order, order. The 
House has got great regard for the 
hon. Member. But. let the hon. ■ Minis
ter proceed with his explanation re
garding this matter that has been 
raised in the House. Hon. Members 
will have many opportunities to speak 
on this.

Some Hon. Members: But there is 
the time limit.

Mr. Chairman: Order, order.

Shri Gopalaswami: I put the matter 
in a nutshell, in one sentence in the 
speech that I delivered at the inaugu
ration function. This is what I said:

“Efficiency in operation and 
sound management are paramount 
considerations in the administra
tion of Railways and so long as 
these fundamentals of the Re
grouping Plan as a whole are not 
prejudiced, I would go all out to 
satisfy local public opinion and 
make adjustments in details.”
That, Sir, is at the foundation of 

the scheme that has been implement
ed in regard to these three new zones.

Dr. S. P. Mookerjee: What about
public opinion in other areas?

Shri Gopalaswami: I am coming to 
public opinion in West Bengal. I 
know my hon. friend is a super
representative of that public opinion
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[Shri Ciopalaswami]

and I know why he should be occu
pying the position he is occupying in 
West Bengal.

I wish to say only this. Let us 
take the position as it was in relation 
to Calcutta. The present request is 
that we should have two headquarters 
in Calcutta and cancel the headquar
ters at Gorakhpur. It is based on one 
very important consideration accord
ing to the critics, and that is, that for 
the trade which flows from Assam, 
North Bihar and North Bengal into 
Calcutta and for the trade which flows 
out from Calcutta to these areas, it is 
necessary that the headquarters 
should be at Calcutta. I ask my hon. 
friends the Question, what has been 
the position during the last five years? 
Let me ask them that question. The 
Sealdah Division has been a part of 
the East Indian Railway. Its con
nection with the rest of the old Bengal- 
Assam Railway was snapped at the 
Partition. This was ioined to the 
broad-gauge system. The _ rest of it 
beyond the river was under the Assarn 
Railway. If traffic flowed from Cal
cutta to and to Calcutta from all these 
places, it flowed over two systems of 
railway. What is it that I have done?
I retained Sealdah Division where It 
has been for the last five years. No
body has during this period ever come 
to us and said that this should be 
changed. We did attempt to change It 
in the original scheme.

Dr. S. P. Mookerjee: What were the 
reasons for the original change?

Shri Csopalaswami: We listened to
public opinion; we looked at it from 
various other standpoints; we chang
ed our mind. We thought that Sealdah 
was more properly attached to the 
broad-gauge system with headquar
ters at Calcutta. What is it that has 
happened? You have got to reckon 
v/ith the same two different railways 
for this traffic now as you had to do 
during the last five years. Why is it 
that you are all so anxious that Seal
dah should be put back in the North
Eastern Railway? Six-sevenths of 
this including Sealdah consists of 
metre-gauge; only one-seventh is 
broad-gauge. Even when Sealdah was 
attached in that way, I contended that 
the headquarters should be at Gorakh
pur because of the predominant in
terests of the metre-gauge system in 
that zone. We have taken away the 
broad-gauge section; we have con
centrated all the metre-gauge systems; 
beyond the river in one North-Eastern 
Railway and we have put the head
quarters of that railway at GoraKh

pur. Who could object to this com- 
monsense, sensible thing that we have 
done?

The other thing is, they want two 
headquarters at Calcutta. What is at 
the base of this criticism. We had a 
large number of headquarters, tens of 
headquarters of Railways in this coun
try. Re-grouping means reduction in 
the number of headquarters. After 
consigning the whole o f the metre- 
gauge system into one railway, after 
putting Allahabad. Lucknow, Morada- 
bad into the Northern Railway, we 
were left with only a portion of the 
East Indian Railway and we had to 
tack on to it the whole of the Bengal 
Nagpur Railway. We found that there 
was absolutely no justification for 
more than one headquarters in Cal
cutta.

Dr. S. P. Mookerjee: I would ask 
one question of the hon. Minister. On 
the 26th February he declared on the 
floor of the House that Calcutta must 
have two headquarters and no change 
would be made. When were all these 
discoveries made and how, may I ask?

Shri Gopalaswami: The discoveries 
were made because I am a democrat. 
Do you want me to play the bureau
crat and stick to a wrong decision, 
when I come to know it was a wrong 
decision?

Dr. S. P. Mookerjee: So if the pre
sent decision is wrong he will change 
again.

Shri Gopalaswami: If public opinioo 
to that effect is a reasonable opinion 
then I will again change.

A great deal has been said about its 
effect on trade and commerce as also 
on the staff. Take the business and 
commercial interests. They had to 
deal with two headquarters for all the 
business traffic that flowed into Cal
cutta and flowed out of Calcutta till 
recently. They will hereafter have to 
deal with only one headquarter. 
Numbers, not a small number, of busi
nessmen in Calcutta have told me, 
though in private, that the new 
arrangement is the best, because “we 
have to deal with only one system and 
not with two.”  Why should they 
object? They have no reason, becaruse 
they get all their demands satisfied, by 
going to one General Manager.

Then take the effect on the staff. I 
have given assurances but people have 
glibly said “We know what these 
assurances are. They are never im- 
Dlemented” , and so on and so forth. 
It is easy to say all these things
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B u t the a ssu ran ces are b e in g  im p le 
m en ted  fro m  day  to  d a y  and  th ere  is 
E ob od y  w h o  has been  sent out.

Then there was the Question of pro
motion. What about promotion? Let 
me say this. Promotions, so far as 
Gazetted Officers are concerned, are 
not governed by zonal considerations. 
We can shift a Gazetted officer from 
one zone to another. Nobody can com
plain, because it is a kind of All- 
India Service.

Take classes II and III. Class IV 
you may leave out, because they 
never get out of either their district, 
siib-division or at the most their divi
sion. Those Divisions have been kept 
intact in the new system. In class III 
there might be a few cases of transfer 
from one Division to another in the 
same grade. That is a very rare occur
rence and in class II there might be 
a few transfers. The -point apparent
ly is that if promotions had to lake 
place the people who have come over 
from those portions in the E. I. Rail
way which have been taken away 
would lose their chances of promotion. 
But what do you say to the chances 
of promotion that they have gained by 
the addition of the whole of the B. N. 
Railway? Is it really causing them 
any prejudice, so far as their pros
pects are concerned? If they are fit. 
If they are qualified and if their work 
is good they will get their chances 
under the new arrangement as well as 
they did under the old arrangement.

Then why is it that all this agitation 
Is taking place? I personally think 
that there is nothing of substance in 
it.

Take for instance the question of 
Allahabad. With regard to coal move- , 
ments, in the last few weeks in which 
the new arrangements have been at 
work, I understand thev have produc
ed a very substantial improvement in 
the position, by making more wagons 
available for coal traffic. In fact the 
roal trade has gained considerably 
owing to the greater ease with which 
'"riT>ties could be provided. And we 
have also, in order to eliminate all 
possible chances of inconvenience or 
prejudice, planted an officer of the 
Railway Board in Calcutta and an
other officer at Moghulserai, to see 
that these movements take place with 
the greatest ease. We planted these 
Railway Board officers, because wher
ever two administrations have to co
ordinate and collaiborate for this pur
pose, it is better that any difficulties 
that may arise are solved on the spot

by an officer who derives his authority 
from the Railway Board.
11 Aja

Dr. S. P. Moofcerjee: This appoint
ment of additional officers will lead to 
economy!

ShPi Gopalaswami: Perhaps my
hon. friend will wait till the scheme 
has been in operation for sometime 
to see what economy there is. In 
large administrative reorganisations 
of this type you cannot at once say 
“ I give you four crores as the economy 
in this scheme.”  These things have 
to settle down and if my hon. friend 
had only devoted sometime to the 
study of similar regrouping in other 
countries, he would have seen what 
real developments took place in regard 
to such matters in those countries. I 
have absolutely no doubt that when 
this regrouping settles down its full 
effects will be realised. There will be 
very substantial economy and I have 
absolutely no doubt that much sooner 
than that there will be much greater 
operational efficiency.

Shri Meghnad Saha; How is it pos
sible in the course o f ten or fifteen 
days to calculate all these figures of 
economy when they have to deal with 
enormous masses of facts. I cannot 
understand it and I deal with figures. 
You are dealing with figures and how 
is it possible to examine a huge amount 
of data and say that so much economy 
will be effected?

Shri Gopalaswami: I thought
theories of Economics were rather the 
monopoly of my hon. friend and his 
colleagues in this House. On the other 
hand, I was basing all my arguments 
on stark facts.

Dr. S. P. Mookerjee: A democrat’s
economy.

Shri Gopalaswami: Yes. democratic 
economy. I .am quite prepared to 
join issue with my hon. friend in the 
matter of making a comparison bet
ween his democracy and mine.

Dr. S. P. Mookerjee: They are poles 
asunder, completely.

Shri CUtpalaswami: I know they are
poles asunder. I am perfectly
conscious of that fact. That is why 
when this hartal was organised in 
Calcutta he was able to join up with 
large number? and groups who ner- 
hap.s thoupht they were giving expres
sion to their resentment against the 
Congress policy or the Congress 
Government. They came together.
T certainly nongratnJate him on 
the manner in which that hartal 
Vv̂ as orpanised and conducted. There 
were no untoward incidents but
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[Shri Gopalaswami]
the fact that there were no untoward 
incidents was as much due to our offi
cers having had the strictest possible 
instructions that they should not give 
provocation to people who wanted to 
have the opportunity of being perhaps 
lathi charged or fired on.......

An Hon. Member: What about
Gorakhpur firing?

Shri Gopalaswami: That is a
different story. I think my hon. friend 
Dr. Katju had put the facts before you 
yesterday.

Dr. S. P. Mookerjec: That is also an 
expression of public opinion which the 
hon. Ministers will have to consider.......

Shri Gopalaswami: I think in re
gard to Gorakhpur . . . .

Dr. S. P. Mookerjee: Not about
Gorakhour alone. I was thinking 
about Calcutta also.

Shri Gopalaswami: A large section
of public opinion in Calcutta was 
certainly with those who organised 
the hartal. I do not deny it. But I 
am not prepared ............

An Hon. Member: What sections are 
with you?

Shri Gopalaswami: I say that the
majority of the railway workers were 
W'ith m e ............

Several Hon. Members: No. no.
Shri Gopalaswami: I was studying

the situation from hour to hour. I 
was getting information by telephone 
from Calcutta and the great majority 
of railway workers were at their posts 
ready to do their duty but they w'ere 
prevented from doing it, merely be
cause of pressure from those outside 
non-railway workers...............

Dr. S. P. Mookerjee: Absolutely
untrue.

Shri Gopalaswami: Those are facts.
Shri Tyagi: When had Dr. Mookerjee 

joined the railways?
Shri Gopalaswami: These sparrings

apart, I ask my hon. friend. Dr. 
Mookerjee to bring a purely objective 
mind to bear upon this problem. Let 
him give up the temptation of referr
ing to Mohammad Bin Tughlak, let 
him try to understand what my own 
objectives were and whether I was 
actuated by any considerations other 
than the purely objective merits of the 
problem. Now he says, “ What did you 
do with resard to public opinion in 
West Bengal*^ What did I not do, may

I ask him? When the question of Seal- 
dah was referred for consideration I 
was asked to consult your Chief 
Minister and I did consult him, and 
he is as great a representative of public 
opinion in West Bengal as my hon. 
friend. Dr. Mookerjee. He first 
wanted . . . . .  '

Dr. S. P. Mookerjee: Why not ac
cept his total recommendation?

Shri Gopalaswami: Well, I will come 
to that. He first wanted Sealdah to be 
tacked on to the North-Eastern Rail
way. Well, after discussion and consult
ing my advisers as to whether it would 
mean operational inefficiency, when I 
was assured it would not mean that, I 
accepted his proposal. Later on, (that 
conversation was here), he went back 
to Bengal and a few days afterwards 
he began expressing doubts about what 
he had agreed to and he again wanted 
to exchange views. So in telegrams 
and letters we exchanged our views 
and I said. “ If you want to reconsider 
this matter” , my own bias had been 
in favour of keeping Sealdah in the 
Eastern Railway, “ by all means let us 
have a further discussion.” Thit 
further discussion was held and it was 
proposed to me by those who came 
from West Bengal that Sealdah should 
be kept in the Eastern Railway. The 
Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister verv 
strongly advised against that. He said 
Sealdah must be in the North-Eastern 
Railway. He looked at it from the 
merely objective point of view. But 
there was Bengal wanting it, there were 
also other considerations which weigh
ed with me and I said, well, if Bengal 
wants it, that was also my view, that 
was also the view which the Members 
o f  the Railway Board accepted at one 
time, so let us accept Bengal’s view. 
Does that not show that I paid the 
greatest possible deference to Bengal’s 

. opinion?
Dr. S. P. Mookerjee: Where it suited 

your convenience.
Shri Gooalaswami: It 1'= not a 

tion of suiting the convenience— if ycu 
are going to disown your Chief Minister 
I have nothing to say.

Dr. S. P. Mookerjee: What about
the other portion of his recommen
dation? Why are you concealing that? 
Let us have the whole scheme.

Shri Gopalaswami: Well, I did not
accept the Uttar Pradesh Chief 
Minister’s contention that the head
quarters of the Northern Railway 
should be at Lucknow. I did not ac
cept his recommendation that Sealdah 
should be with the North-Eastern 
Railway, but I accepted his contention
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as regards Gorakhpur and Allahabad. 
WeU. in the case of West Bengal I 
accepted the West Bengal Premier's 
final recommendation with regard to 
that—I did not accept the other thing 
because it went against the funda
mentals of my re-grouping scheme. 
To have had another headquarters 
would have meant seven zones instead 
c l  six. That was one of the very funda
mentals of the scheme and I could 
never agree to that.

Well, Sir, that is all I have to say. 
A  good deal of rhetoric has been spent 
upon this matter but rhetoric will not 
solve it. I have absolutely no doubt 
that the scheme which we have sanc
tioned, have implemented, should 
continue and if after working for 
three or four years you want miner 
adjustments here and there as they 
have done in other places we can 
consider. The basic things like a 
headquarters at Gorakhpur and a 
headquarters at Calcutta, and so on, 
will remain until some revolutionary 
change takes place..........

Dr. S. P. Mookerjee: Hon. Minister
is inviting a revolution.

Shri S. S. More: I have heard, Sir, 
with the greatest interest and even 
amazement the speech from the hon. 
Shri Gopalaswami who was in charge 
of the Railway portfolio. He has been 
described here as a sun-dried bureau- 
<rrat, but I find that the sun failed to
dry some portion of his and there is
some raw portion still on which he ap
pears to be hit hard by Dr. Syama 
Prasad Mookerjee. He resented his 
comoarison with Mohammad Tughlak. 
I believe if between Mohammad Tugh
lak and Shri Gopalaswami there is 
any one who could have any grievance 
over the comparison it could possibly 
be Mohammad Tughlak and not 
Gopalaswami. He was very proud to 
«ay and I was very much amused to
bear from him that he was a demo
crat. Well, if you read the proceed
ings of this House prior to loth August, 
1947, and particularly prior to the 
transfer of power to the Congress. Mem
bers who were sitting on that side, 
products of British bureaucracy, were 
never tired of describing themselves 
as democrats. Maxwells and Griggs, 
as I have always been saying, vere 
ruling this country in the name of 
democracy, but it was a democracy 
made in Britain and developed for the 
convenience of Britain. There were two 
types of democracies in this country, 
^ o m  1885 there was one tjrpe of demo
cracy framed by Curzons and 
Morleys...........

Some Hon. Members: Mores!

Shri S. S. More: ...and another
type of democracy—^people’s demo
cracy— for which the late Dadabhoi 
Narooji stood, another type of demo
cracy for which the late G. K. Gokhale 
slaved, another type of democracy for 
which Bal Gangadhar Tilak, of whom 
Maharashtra, not only Maharashtra but 
the whole of India will be very proud, 
went to jail for many many years. Sir, 
that sort of bureaucratic democracy 
we have been habituated to hear about 
from those benches, but unfortunately 
the Congress has gone back now on 
its former conception of democracy 
and has taken over the conception of 
the British type of democracy. 
Consequently the two currents, the 
British bureaucracy and the Congress 
autocracy are now flowing together 
like the Ganges and the Jumnas.

I never wanted to intervene in this 
debate but I was persuaded to parti
cipate by the Ministers, who have been 
telling us Members of the Opposition 
that we better study the whole thing 
objectively and do not indulge in irres-. 
ponsible criticism. Unfortunately, 
from what little knowledge I possess 
of the parliamentary d e m o c r a c y  that 
has been prevailing in this House I find 
it is the unfortunate lot of the Mem
bers of the Opposition to be styled as 
an irresponsible lot. I will quote you 
one instance from the Congress history. 
In 1925 when Sir Charles Innes placed 
his Budget—that was the first Budget 
separated from the General Finances— 
Pandit Motilal Nehru rose in indigna
tion and moved a motion for refusing 
supplies; when he was on his legs one 
Mr. K. Ahmad interjected and said. 
“You are running down the British 
bureaucrats, would you do without 
them?” Panditji said. “ I shall place you 
In charge of the portfolio if Sir Charles 
Innes left” . And what did Mr. K. 
Ahmad say? Pandit Motilalji was 
sitting on this opposition side, and I 
believe that the Pandit’s soul must still 
be hovering on this side and not on 
that side. What did Mr. Ahmad say? 
He said, “The Swarajists’ are an 
irresponsible body” . We are now 
dubbed the same way. but with some 
sense of pride I would say that it is 
we who are carrying on the 
valiant tradition of Pandit Motilalii 
and Pandit Malaviyaji and giving ex
pression to their utterances and to 
their points of view and criticism.. 
(Some Hon. Members: No, no.). My
submission to this House will be that 
we are trying to study the Budget 
which has been presented to us as 
objectively as possible. At least, for 
my part I have done my best to study 
it. but I find that this Budget, although 
it has been introduced by a man who 
is clad from head to foot in Khaddar,
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carries the brand “ Made in England”, 
That is the stuff that has been dished 
up to us. My time is short . . .

Shri Tyagi: You may miss the train 
ii you do not hurry.

Shri S. S. More: Sir, one of the
Ministers of State says that I would 
miss the train. If I only change sides,
I would not only not miss the train or 
the bus, but I may even catch the 
train of something official.

What sort of a Budget is it that has 
been presented to us? This is a 
Budget framed by a bureaucrat, under 
a bureaucratic system, without any 
touch of human kindness for the mas
ses. Sir Charles Innes when he made 
his Budget speech said that he would 
like to speak just as the Chairman of 
a Company would be speaking before 
a shareholders’ assembly. The Rail
way Minister must treat himself as 
the Chairman of a Company speaking 
to the people of his shareholders. 
That sort of mentality is not to be seen 
here. Possibly my words may not 
carry conviction; they may not be 
effective enough property to describe 
the Budget. Therefore, I would quote 
for the enlightenment of those Members 
who are sitting on that side the 
precious words of Pandit Motilalji.

Pandit Balkrishna Sharma (Kanpur 
Distt.—South cum Etawah Distt.—  
East): All right, quote the scrip
tures.

An Hon. Member: Where will the
devil go?

Shri S. S, More: My hon. friends are 
hating the scriptures. because they 
have lost the paradise by this recent 
fall.

This is what Pandit Motilalji said:
“ The motion for refusal of sup

plies, as hon. Members will have 
observed, is intended to draw 
attention to the general railway 
policy pursued in this country and 
to condemn it in the strongest pos
sible manner that is open to the 
House. I fully realise the grave 
responsibility that rests upon me 
in adopting this course, but 1 do 
say with the confidence born of 
deeprooted conviction that it is 
the right course to follow. The 
motion is based upon the grie
vances as old as the railway system 
itself in this country and the per
sistent disregard by the auth
orities of the best interests of the 
country.”

He really meant to say that the bureau
cracy had submitted a Budget meant 
for the exploitation of the country 
and not for advancing the economic 
or industrial interests of the country.

He had stated that the whole railway 
system owed its origin to the great 
desire of the Britishers to exploitiiiis 
country and the railways were brougj 
over here as a machine of exploits 
tion. The same mentality of expldji 
tation is still there. So many grie
vances were enumerated then ri?ht 
from 1925 when the Swarajists came 
to this Assembly till even after 1937. 
What were those grievances? They 
were that the third class passenger’s 
interest was not looked after, and that 
Retrenchment was never practised, 
Even the late Gokhale in 1910 when 
he was speaking on railway financt 
said that economy was a despised word. 
The same thing has been said so many 
times after him. So many Committees 
have recommended retrenchment—the 
A c worth Committee; Inchcape Com> 
mittee ; Pope Committee— In fact, it is 
difficult to remember and narrate all o' 
them. In spite of their recommendation 
no retrenchment was practised. On the 
contrary, expenditure went on mount
ing up. 'Those who are bridge-players 
will know that when one is in difficulty 
or in doubt, one is advised to play 
trump. Similarly, whenever the rail
way administration was suffering from 
deficiency of funds, or from bloated 
expenditure, it raised the fares and 
the freight charges. Dadabhai Naroo- 
ji had said many times that the 
greatest problem was the poverty of 
India and that the railway system 
was not designed to remove that 
poverty but to make the people more 
and more poor. That is exactly my 
submission. Sir, I know that my time 
is nearing!

An Hon. Member: You will die a
glorious death.

Shri S. S. More: When I say “my”
I am not referring to myself, but I 
am meaning the Congress, Sir.

Another Hon. Member: It is an
afterthought.

Shri S. S. More: There are many
afterthoughts. Even Shri Gopala- 
swami said that he had some after
thoughts from which he suffered and 
he changed his decisions regarding 
regrouping. Ministers change. But 
when they change it is called demo
cratic change but when we on this side 
change, it is said to be an afterthought. 
That is the peculiarity of our situation.

My submission is this. The present 
Budget which runs into Rs. 282 crores 
is framed not for the good of the 
country but for bleeding the country 
white. The third class passenger’s 
grievances have not been looked into. 
Freights have been increased and have 
gone on increasing. Though some hon. 
Members like Shri Somani and Shri
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Tulsidas Kiiachand represent industry 
here, I may say that the Railway 
Budget is not framed in the interests 
' f  the industry either. A  very dis
tinguished Indian—the late N. C. 
Kelkar—when he was here said 
that the Budget of 1925-26 was 
fashioned in a “ unswadeshi”  manner. 
The same unswadeshi manner pre
vails even now though the Congress 
people who championed the swadeshi 
movement are there to carry on the 
administration. The Congress is 
notorious now for breaking its pledges 
and this is one of the main instances 
which we can cite to the people.

Six'. I shall make more detailed com
ments on the different points when 
the cut motions are taken up and for 
the present I shall conclude by saying 
that this Budget is nothing but the 
produrt of a British bureaucrat and 
this British bureaucrat still lingers in 
this country, though not physically, at 
least mentally.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. R. K. Chaudhury,
Dr. S. P. Mookerjee: Is it an after

thought, Sir?
The hon. Member is occupying the 

Opposition bench.
Shri R. K. Chaudhury: Sir, I was

invited.
Dr. S. P. Mookerjee: By the lady

Member next to you?
Shri R. K. Chaudhury: Sir, I was

invited by a spider and although I am 
a small fly I have come here by in
vitation and I thank my host.. 
{An Hon. Member: Host or hostess?)
.......and my stars. Sir, my auspicious
day begins from today.

Dr. S. P. Mookerjee: And perhaps
also ends today?

Shri R. K. Chaudhury: Today I
have been fortunate enough to put as 
many as three questions and I have 
now got a full-fledged opportunity of 
making a speech in this House. 
Hitherto, I had used this august Cham
ber as a bed-cum-sitting room: bed
because I used to spend most of the 
time dozing and sitting room because 
I had the opportunity of speaking to 
my neighbours now and then, and 
now and then I had very noble neigh
bours! Sir, in our part of ihe country, 
whenever we are in difficulty, when
ever a plough bullock is lost, when
ever thera is a quarrel between the 
husband and the wife and the wife 
in anger goes away to her parents' 
house or the husband in anger deserts 
his wife: whenever there is a very 
difficult litigation or examination, we 
worship the god Satyanarayan and 
we get immediate results. Sir, I 
have prayed more and more daily to

Satyanarayan here. I do not know 
whether it is to god Satyanarayan or 
to you that I owe this opportunity to 
speak.

Sir, the speech which was delivered 
by the hon. the Railway Minister was 
noted for its brevity and its concise
ness—the House was deeply impress
ed by it. We had not the good fortune 
of meeting our Railway Minister Ife- 
fore, but recently I had an opportimity 
to meet him and judging by the way 
in which he disposed of our deputation 
I think his cardinal characteristic is 
brevity. Just observe his answers to 
our questions as well. There is no 
doubt that in every respect he is the 
shortest man in this House. You will 
note. Sir, that in this world it is the 
shortest men who achieve the greatest 
distinction. Nepoleon —even our great 
leader, Marhatma Gandhi—was not a 
very tall man. And the courage which 
the hon. Minister has shown by not 
having any Minister of State in his 
Department shows that he is going to 
win the distinction, the whole credit 
of the administration, for himself.

So far as the regrouping question is 
concerned, there is no doubt that it 
is a settled fact. The words “ settled 
fact”  is a relative term. The parti
tion of Benga’ was said to be a settled 
fact by the British Government, but 
the partition of Bengal had to be un
settled. It all depends on the popular 
or public opinion, and if there is really 
the public opinion behind the agita
tion against regrouping. I am sure the 
regrouping also will be unsettled. But 
then. Sir. there should be a genuine 

. movement behind it.
So far as the passengers are concern

ed, I do not think the regrouping will 
affect their interests in any way. 
Their interests may be affected in the 
matter of carriage of goods; their in
terests may be affected in several 
other ways. The whole trouble in the 
matter of regrouping —I may say it 
quite confldently and without any 
fear of contradiction—is the quarrel 
between the Railway Board and the 
Railway employees. So far an I can 
understand, most of the employees, 
even the highly placed employees, 
were never in favour of regrouping. 
So far as I am concerned, it is a settl
ed fact. I was one of those, who along 
with Pandit Lakshmi Kanta Maitra, 
had strongly opposed the regrouping 
idea in the Central Advisory Council 
for Railways. Uo till the 27th oC 
February, the feeling of the Central 
Advisory Council was definitely op
posed to it. Then politics came into 
the whole picture. The whole regroup
ing question would have been com-
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pletely thrown overboard if the Rail
way Board had not agreed to have the 
headquarters of the two railways at 
Gorakhpur. It was Gorakhpur which 
decided the whole question—it was 
not the merits of the regi-ouping 
system which decided it. Influential 
m^nbers, influential Ministers, were 
prepared to approach the whole ques
tion in a different way if Gorakhpur 
was made the headquarters. In the 
beginning the majority of the members 
of ;he Committee were against it; 
subsequently the majority were prac
tically in favour of it. 1 have, there
fore, nothing more to say, since Go
vernment have accepted it. Our whole 
contention was that the new Parlia
ment should be allowed to decide this 
question. But the new Parliament 
seems to have decided this question 
a’-ready— judgmg by the majority of 
speeches made here. There cannot be 
any quarrel over it now.

Now, Sir, I have perfect confidence 
in the Railway Administration that as 
soon as they find that regrouping is 
not working in the best interests of 
the country, they will have the honesty 
to admit that and be prepared to re
view the whole question. They have 
done so in the past. The House will 
remember the question of reclassifica
tion. A considerable amount of money 
was spent on this experiment, but 
when the Railway Administration 
found that the experiment did not 
work well and it was not to the 
convenience of the public, the system 
was immediately changed.

Anyone travelling on the railways, 
should have the honesty to admit that 
as between 1946 and now considerable 
changes or improvements have been 
effected on them. I am concerned 
with the travelling public than anybody 
else. I can say without any fear of 
contradiction that the convenience of 
railway passengers has increased 
manifold. There is no doubt about it. 
The success of the Railway Adminis
tration will be decided by the ameni
ties provided for the third class pas
sengers. I for one would not mind 
the rates being increased, provided we 
are able to give commensurate ameni
ties to the passengers.

But there are a number of things 
yet to be done. For instance, although 
the hon. Minister and the Government 
are so much solicitous about improv
ing the lot of the women of this 
country, they are indifferent so far as 
their travelling convenience is concern
ed. Compartments have been ear
marked for men as well as for women 
and in some cases a woman is clumsily

painted on the door of the women’s 
compartment. I remember in the 
Constituent Assembly the women said 
that they were determined not to have 
any special privileges; but in the matter 
of travelling, they want special dis
tinction, because their compartments 
should have a different label so that 
no ordinary mortal man can get in 
there. A man like me would not like 
to travel in that kind of compartment 
under any circumstances. Let me refer 
to an ordinary matter of convenience. 
If you go into a female lavarcry- I 
have seen it from a distance— the 
doorway is so narrow that once a man 
like me, or even a woman like my hon. 
friend on the right, happens to get in, 
it will be very difficult for them to 
extricate themselves. I am saying 
these things in all seriousness. I 
challenge Shri Gopalaswami Ayyangar 
to go and inspect one of these lava
tories and see for himself. Of course 
he will say “ It is quite good, I can 
go in and come out any number of 
times” . Of course he can. But what 
about a man or woman of ordinary 
size? The present Railway Minister 
will also probably say the same thing. 
He will say “ It is quite broad, not 
only can I get in but I can take a com
panion also with me” .

Mr. Chairman: The hon. Member
is getting into more of lavatories than 
arguments!

Shri R. K. Chaudhury: But that is
an essenCal thing. Sir. And the water 
tap is placed in such a way that you 
have got to push it by one hand and 
take water with the other. It is very 
difficult. One should be tolerant 
about me. I come from a part of the 
country where railway trains are 
even now held up by big tuskers, 
where wild buffaloes derail a train 
and where even the tiger comes to the 
platform and a telegram is sent to the 
Railway Board “Tiger on the platform, 
wire instructions” . That is the part of 
the country from where I come. Sir, 
where there is wonderful cooperation 
extended to the Railway Department, 
where passengers not only pay for 
their travel but also sometimes push 
the trains in order to make it go up
ward. That Railway has been recent
ly taken over by the Government and 
I asked one of the officers whether 
there would be a change, and he said 
“No change now. Government expects 
the same co-operation from the 
passengers” .

Sbri Ra?havaiah (Ongole): On a 
point of information. Sir. I would 
like to know whether the hon. Minister 
for Railways is prepared to place the 
report regarding the firing on Gorakh
pur workers on the Table of the House.
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Since the hon. Minister for Home 
Affairs yesterday showed signs of re
luctance to place it on the Table, 1 
would like to know from the hon. the 
Railway Minister whether he would 
accede to the request of the Members 
expressed yesterday.

Shri Venkataraman (Tanjore): On
a point of order, Sir. May I know 
whether it is open to any Meniber to 
raise the same subject which has 
been discussed in a half-hour dis
cussion in the House yesterday and 
say again that it should be placed on 
the Table?

Mr. Chairman: The matter that has
been referred to is already covered by 
the proceedings that took place yester
day. Hon. Members can make a sug
gestion and leave it to the Govern
ment to accept or not to accept it. It 
was done yesterday again and again. 
They cannot bring up the same matter 
today.

Dr. S. P .  Mookerjee: It was ac
cepted yesterday by the Home Minister 
that the report from which he read 
extracts would be laid on the Table.

Mr. Chairman: I am sure that will
be given. The Speaker observed that 
whatever document is referred to 
must naturally be placed on the Table 
of the House. I think the convention 
will follow.

Shri Punnoose (Alleppey): Sir, after 
all that has happened in the last one 
or two hours I feel it would be rather 
improper to go on speaking for a long 
while. My friends on this side of the 
House have explained clearly though 
briefly our attitude towards the Rail
way Budget. Therefore I will confine 
myself to one or two points.

Permit me for a moment to look at 
the Budget from the angle of the State 
from which I come, from the interests 
of the people who have returned me 
to this House. Travancore-Cochin is 
a State 9,000 square miles in area. It 
is one of the most thickly populated 
States. I mean the density of its 
population is beyond comparison with 
any other part of India. It is 1.300 
per square mile. The British who 
were managing the railways in this 
country, having understood at a very 
early stage the industrial potentiali
ties of Kerala, had been consistently 
refusing the benefit of having adequate 
railway lines in Kerala, with the 
result that the railways play a very 
insignificant part in the national life 
of Kerala. In Kerala we have got 
commercial crops, mostl.y from the 
ghat regions, and coconut products and

coir products of the coast. There is 
also the very valuable mineral sand 
mentioned by my hon. friend here. It 
is very very strange that none of 
these producing areas is linked to the 
central port through which all these 
commodities are exported, I mean 
Cochin. None of these producing 
areas has got a rail link. Well, it 
was hoped against hope in the past 
that the Congress Government having 
come into the saddle will revise the 
objectives of the railways in the coun
try and that the people of Kerala will 
be given the facilities of railway lines. 
We thought that amounts would be 
made available, amounts kept away 
purposely and in a calculated manner 
by the British Government. But what 
is the allotment? There is the allot
ment of Rs. 3-9 lakhs towards railway 
extensions in Kerala. I am only voic
ing the feelings of my people there, 
of the whole State, the people of 
Kerala, the Malayalam speaking peo
ple, when I say that this Rs. 3 9 lakhs 
is an index of the callous iadifterence 
that this Government, the Congress 
Government, is showing to the national 
minorities.

Then I have to say a word or two 
about the amenities to third class 
passengers. The question of amenities 
to third class passengers has been 
there for all these years. Their priva
tions, their bug-ridden compartments, 
their insanitary latrines (just now 
vividly described by my friend) all 
these things are as old as the railway 
itself. I remember the occasions 
when Congress Members, while they 
were sitting on this side of the House, 
used to raise a storm over these ques
tions and point their finger to the 
British Government asking for a just 
deal to third class passengers. Now 
there is a tendency to laugh when 
those old things are referred to, which 
was also the case when Pandit Motilal 
was quoted by my hon. friend Com. 
More. What is the overall picture to
day? What have you done? You 
have been for five years ruling this 
country. What have you done for the 
third class passengers? The Railway 
Minister will say “ I have got Rs. three 
crores allotted for travel amenities” . 
Rs. three crores look big enough but 
my hon. friend. Com. Nambiar worked 
it out as six pies per head. Let us look 
at some of the items: (1) Kishanganj.
North-Eastern Railway. It is proposed 
to provide additional facilities for pas
sengers and a certain anu)unt is allot
ted. (2) Sholapur, Central Railway: 
It is proposed to provide improved 
facilities to the travelling public. The 
first item speaks of “additional facili
ties”  and the second of “ improved
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facilities” . In the third item it is 
proposed to provide “better facilities” 
to the travelling public. This may 
mean anything or nothing. The fourth 
item says that it is an important 
pilgrim station and is visited by 
tourists and pilgrims from all over 
India. Therefore, they want Rs. 4-50 
lakhs there. In the 9th item—^Phu- 
lera, Western Railway—it is proposed 
to cover the platforms in order to 
provide shelter to the travelling public 
against sun and rain, and Rs. 2-50 
lakhs are needed. The provision is 
Rs. one lakh. Rs. 2-50 lakhs are re
quired, not for any other amenity but 
for the immediate requirement of 
sheltering the public from rain and 
sun, but Rs. one lakh is provided. 
What is all this? It will be a prob
lem in mathematics to calculate how 
many centuries it will take at this 
rate at the rate of six pies per head 
to provide a tolerably good condition 
of travel for the third class passenger. 
This is the condition of the 
third class amenities, but what about 
the fares? In 1949-50 these fares were 
raised. The third class passenger had 
to pay 20 to 25 per cent. more. The 
hon. Mr. Gopalaswami Ayyangar will 
not call it an enhancement of railway 
fares. He will say it is “a minor ad
justment of fares” . He will never say 
that the rates were increased but only 
“ a minor adjustment of fares” , he will 
only term it like that. Why was the 
fare raised? The hon. Mr. Gopalas
wami Ayyangar was saying that the 
woeful difference between the rates 
and fares and the cost of running the 
trains had to be bridged and therefore 
this minor adjustment of fares was 
made. Even grantinj^ the soundness of 
that argument as the head of the 
“ most magnificent national asset” , as 
he himself terms it, he ought to have 
calculated and considered the purchas
ing capacity of our masses and the 
taxable capacity. He did not do that. 
He straightaway launched on the 
scheme of enhancing the rates and 
what is the result today? The third 
class traffic has declined by 4-2 per 
cent, and Mr. Gopalaswami Ayyangar, 
the clever man that he is, had tacitly, 
though not clearly stated in the White 
Paper that the enhancement of the 
rates and fares has adversely affected 
the total income. Therefore it is not 
only sound politics but good business 
for the Railway Ministry to retrace 
Iheir steps and restore the fares as they 
existed in 1949.

With regard to the lot of nine lakhs 
of railway workers,—I will not enter 
into details—I am taken by surprise, I

am most worried when I see how 
adamantly the Railway Ministry clings 
to the national security rules, a set of 
rules about which any democratic 
Government should be ashamed. Even 
the Congress Government of 1952 
should be ashamed of it; it is very 
arbitrary and it is 'very much resented 
by the workers and a fireat volume 
of public opinion is against it. But 
Government are carrying on with it. 
The High Court of Madras had given 
a judgment and still 300 workers are 
kept away from their jobs and they 
are not taken back. With a sense of 
strong protest I present this case 
before the Ministry. These workers 
should be immediately taken back, 
and this disdainful law should be 
scrapped.

Pandit L. K. Maitra: Sir. I am
afraid I have been called at a time 
when I will have to rush through 
the observations that I orooose t o ' 
make in connection with this ques
tion of regrouping of Railways. We 
had a very elaborate speech from my 
hon. friend, Shri Gopalaswami 
Ayyangar, who defended the railway 
regrouping system with all the empha
sis that he could command. That lays 
on me a grave responsibility. • I feel 
that I owe it to myself and to my 
Constituency and to the country at 
large to tell as objectively as possible 
what had happened with regard to 
this regrouping of railways. I was 
one of those who from the very 
beginning opposed the regrouping of 
railways on the main ground that 
the time was not opportune for intro
ducing such revolutionary changes in 
the railway organisation of the coun
try. The railways had been shattered 
owing to tremendous wear and tear 
during the last great war. There
after came the partition and it is only 
by artificial means that we keot it 
rejuvenated, by enhancement of fares, 
not only once, but twice on an enor
mous scale. We were hit hard as a 
result of the partition of the country.
I therefore thought and do feel even 
now that such a large scheme of rail
way integration— it is not everywhere 
case of integration pure and simple, 
but one involving fragmentation in 
some cases, cutting certsrln important 
railway administrations into bits— 
should not be rushed through. When 
this matter came up in February last,
I could sense, when Shri Gopalaswami 
Ayyangar was defending that the pro
posal for the location of headquarters 
of the North-Eastern Railway at Cal
cutta. that it was resented by my 
friends from U. P. and Bihar. I think 
it is quite natural on their part to do
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so. They had for the last 64 years at 
Gorakhpur the headquarters of the 
Bengal North-Western Railway and 
suddenly it was proposed to change 
it. I could scent it. Therefore, I tried 
to contact my friends, as many as 
possible, not only members of the Ad
visory Council but also the members 
of Parliament, and told them,—this 
Parliament was dying, it was going to 
be prorogued on the 5th of March, the 
elections had taken place, that a 
fresh Parliament was coming intj 
being, and a new Advisory Council 
was going to be set up; so let the 
whole question of regrouping be post
poned now and taken up later on and 
a decision reached thereon. That was 
the stand that I took, and I had the 
concurrence in this of most of my 
friends in the Advisory Council.— that 
the consideration of the whole thing 
be deferred for the present till the 
new Parliament was formed.

The Parliamentary Secretary to the 
Prime Minister (Shri Satish Chandra):
May I say that I was a member of ihe 
Central Advisory Council. The ques
tion of deferring the scheme was 
supported by three Bengalee members 
only. Not a single member from any 
other State concurred with the views. 
Members from all over India were 
definitely opposed to that view*.

Pandit L. K. IVIaitra: I am not say
ing only about what happened in the 
Adyisory Committee. I refer to my 
discussion with my friends outside, 
friends in the provisional Parliament 
whom I contacted. I felt very sorely 
on this question.

An Hon. Member: Even this Parlia
ment may have taken the same deci
sion.

Pandit L. K. Maitra: On the 25th 
and 26th of February, this question 
of regrouping was mooted in the 
House but throughout the origmal 
scheme as given in the Printed 
Memorandum was defended vigorous
ly by Shri Gopalaswami Ayyangar and 
Shri Santhanam justifying the loca
tion of headquarters at Calcutta. Tt 
was their doing. It was the Railway 
Board experts’ opinion and they stuck 
to it, not only during the Budget 
debate on the 25th and 26th of Febru
ary but also when it came ud before 
the Central Advisory Council for Rail
ways on the 27th. Then also I insisted 
that as it was a major administrative 
reform of far-reaching consequences 
it should be postponed till the new 
Parliament and the Central Advisory 
Council met after three or four 
months. After some discussion, the 
meeting was adjourned to the 6lh

March. On the 6th March, at the very 
outset we got an announcement from 
the Railway Minister that in response 
to public demand, the headquarters of 
the N.E. Railway would be transferred 
from Calcutta to Gorakhpur. All re
quests to defer consideration of the 
scheme were rejected. It is all in the 
proceedings of the Central Advisory 
Council for Railways circulated to the 
hon. Members. Again, at the request of 
some the Allahabad Division originally 
included in the Eastern Railway was 
transferred from it to the Northern 
Railway. I have no grouse on that if 
it is justified on merits. But my i oint 
is this. Railway Divisions are not 
chattels or movable properties of any
body of which he is free to make pre
sents. Some one requests, give me 
this Division and he is given that; 
some other body comes and asks, give 
me that Division and it is given lo 
him! The interests of the country as 
a whole have to be kept prominently 
in view in dealing with the re-group- 
fng of railways. This indecent haste 
or wanton method is absolutely un
justified. That was my point. I ^\Tote 
out a strong minute of dissent; two 
other Members joined me. I was out
voted in that meeting. I am only 
making a factual statement ^nd 
nothing else. The curious part o f  It, 
as was admitted by Mr. Gopalaswami 
Ayyangar is, that I urged that the 
whole minute of dissent should form 
part of the record of the Proceedings 
of the Central Advisory Council for 
Railways so that all might know 
exactly what was at the back of our 
minds, when I was opposing the modi
fied proposals and pressing for post
ponement of consideration of the whole 
scheme. I was not fighting for Cal
cutta or Gorakhpur. Nothing of the 
kind. I only stressed that the whole 
scheme with the modifications announc
ed should be discussed afresh by the 
newly elected Parliament in the light 
of criticisms offered in the mean time 
by all interests concerned. These 
major modifications of the Scheme, 
which were suddenly announced to us, 
were never before the country. Trade 
interests, commercial interests, labour 
unions and provincial Governments
had no opj)ortunity to have their say 
between the 27th of February and :he 
6th of March. Therefore my case was 
that consideration should be deferred. 
About Grorakhpur, let me tell .̂he
House frankly, and particularly mv 
friends from U.P., that I have no 
quarrel with them. Let them have it 
by all means. But. the point is that 
the needs of trade and commerce of 
West Bengal can never be met by one 
Railway Headquarters at Calcutta.
You must not forget that notwithstand
ing the fact that West Bengal today
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is the smallest province in area in the 
whole of India, it is the most indus
trialised province in the whole of 
India. It has more than 25 per cent, 
of the total industries of the country.

Shri A. C. Guha (Santipur): Much 
more; it is 50 per cent.

Pandit L. K. Maitra: Calcutta is
handling 50 per cent, of the whole sea
borne traffic of India. The Britishers 
shifted the capital from Calcutta to 
Delhi; but they did not shift the com
mercial capital from Calcutta. Three 
railway headquarters were there till 
the other day. Now one -headquarters 
can never adequately serve its in
terests. Today, the Calcutta port has 
to cater to the needs of 50 per cent, 
of the people of this country. Should 
considerations of free flow of trade, 
commerce and industry be sacrificed 
to any other consideration? Even ii 
you had any other consideration in 
view, by waiting for two or three 
months, nothing would have been lost. 
What was this unseemly haste for? 
On 17th March, the Calcutta Local 
Advisory Council of the East Indian 
Railway met and a unanimous reso
lution was passed requesting the Gov
ernment not to rush on with this 
scheme. It was strongly opposed to 
the hasty and haphazard implemen
tation of this re-grouping scheme.
Nobody knew at the time what exactly 
was the final state of it. The Scheme 
was changing from day to day, even 
from hour to hour. Up till the
moment of its final implementation on 
14th April, we had no clear idea of 
what exact shape it was. The Minis
try had five weeks between 6th March 
and 14th April and it could not be
said that they could not ascertain
public opinion. On the other hand, 
provocative statement after provoca
tive statement came from the ministe
rial side. They said. West Bengal’s 
opposition was a provincial cry, it 
was a parochial cry. My hon. friends 
in this House will never charge me 
with provincialism. Let the U.P. have 
two headquarters. I do not grudge 
that. Naturally, they can claim that 
because they constitute one-fourth of 
the whole territory of India, and it is 
the biggest province. But, do not 
sacrifice the trade and commerce in
terests of this country to other consi
derations. West Bengal is fading out 
of the political picture of India. But 
the City of Calcutta is a cosmopolitan 
city. It is not a Bengalee city. I am 
proud of that. More than a third of 
the population of Calcutta is non- 
Bengalee; I am proud of that. Parti
cularly, the trade and industry of the

12 Noon

city of Calcutta is in the hands of 
non-Bengalees. Are all these people 
parochial? Are only the Bengalees 
fighting against this? Look at the 
volume of opposition. All the 
Chambers of Commerce in Calcutta 
including the European, Muslims, 
Marwari Chambers of Commerce, 
every labour organisaton, every trade 
union, the West Bengal Government, 
the West Bengal M.Ps. have opposed 
that. I am not including in this list the 
vast body of leftists who have taken this 
opportunity to combine together to 
give the Government a stiff fight on 
this issue. They did it rightly and 
peacefully too. I therefore suggest 
that in this matter the new Minister 
for Railways should not have a closed 
mind, in view particularly of ihe 
pressing and united demand from all 
sides. The workshops at Kanchrapara, 
Lilooah. Jamalpur and the signals 
workshops at Howrah give employ
ment to 60 per cent, of the people 
from Bihar and U.P. It is not a jase 
of Bengalees alone getting jobs. Let 
there be no mistake about it. You 
yourself have raised the bogey of pro
vincialism and parochialism, and -isk 
me to defend myself against that 
charge. I am the last person to make 
myself amenable to this. The boot is 
on the other leg. I appeal to the hon. 
Minister. He is new to his job. I 
know he has been harnessed with a 
very embarrassing legacy from his 
predecessor in office. Let not his 
shadow haunt him. Let him rise to 
the occasion. The essence of demo
cracy is that public opinion should be
respected. When there has been a 
united opposition from every side on 
this issue, it is time that public opi
nion is given due consideration. I 
again appeal to him to rise to the
occasion and carefully consider the
question of locating two headquarters 
at Calcutta as demanded, and to con
sider also the justifiability of truncat
ing the most magnificent railway 
system in India, viz., the East Indian 
Railway. You have torn it into bits 
one portion of which has been given 
to the Northern Railway, and the 
other to the Eastern, like division of 
property. This railway system is a 
national arterial system. It must be 
kept intact. Let me tell you oncvi 
again that the Eastern zone carries 
more than 45 per cent, of the total 
Railway traffic of the whole of India.
I make this statement on the floor of 
this House. I submit, that in view of 
the great importance of this matter, in 
view of the very great threat to trade, 
industry and commerce, and the 
strong opposition which, has already 
been voiced by all the representatives
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of trade, commerce and industry, the 
hon. Minister should re-examine the 
matter thoroughly and objectively and 
come to a decision. I know he has a 
ucdy of experts in the Railway Board 
for which 1 ha '̂e great respect, though 
I got a rude shock from these experts 
at the last zoning, their performances 
in that connexion did not reflect much 
credit on them. You have got to 
examine the whole thing with the 
aid of experts from the Railway 
Board, ex-Railway-servicemen—there 
are brilliant men among them, 
and others. Get the whole question 
thoroughly examined in the light of 
the criticisms that have been made. 
If that is done impartially and with 
an open mind I think the grievance 
may be redressed. After all, you are 
going to embark upon a gigantic 
national experiment. I am not at all 
optimistic about the success of this 
experiment. But. before you proceed 
with such a measure of administrative 
change in the Railway organisation, 
is it not desirable that you should 
proceed with the co-operation and 
goodwill of all concerned? I do not 
want the hon. Minister to make a 
statement here and now on the floor 
of the House. Let him study the ques
tion and think it over with an open 
mind. Then. I think, a solution will 
be found.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. Minister.

Shri Beli Ram Das (Barpeta): May 
I ask a few questions, Sir, regarding 
Railways?

Some Hon. Members: It is not a
Question Hour.

Mr. Chairman: I have called the 
hon. Minister. If at the end, the hon. 
Member has any doubts, he may ask 
one or two questions. Let us see.

Shri Chattopadhyaya: Though a re
peated point of submission. Sir, may 
I humbly suggest that the hon. Rail
way Minister speak in the uncommon 
language of the Commonwealth?

Some Hon. Members: That is Hindi.
Some Hon. Members: English.
S|iri L. B. Shastri: I wish hon. Mem

bers should get accustomed to hear 
Hindi, if not to speak Hindi.

Dr. S. P. Mookerjee: May I appeal 
to the hon. Minister. It is not a ques
tion of his having a right to speak in 
Hindi or not. This is the flrst time 
the hon. Minister is going to speak 
in this House. This is very impor
tant matter. So many of us will not

be able to follow him. I would re
quest the hon. Minister to soeak in 
English first and then in Hindi. It is 
not a question of his having a right or 
not.

Several Hon. Members: Hindi.
Hindi.

Shri L. B. Shastri: It was under
stood that I should speak in Hindi 
first and speak in English later (In
terruptions).

Mr. Chairman: No hon. Member 
should be standing while the Chair is 
standing. That is the etiquette. There 
must be order and decorum maintain
ed. Every Member will have an op
portunity to speak. It has already 
been stated, when the Speaker was 
here, that the hon. Minister will speak 
in Hindi and give then a resume in 
English. Some hon. Members may 
not know English at all and some 
other hon. Members ma.y not know 
Hindi. An3rway the hon. Minister has 
chosen to give a resume in English. 
Till then hon. Members will try to 
follow as much as possible in Hindi.

Shri Punnoose: On a point of order, 
Sir, I would request you to intervene, 
for it is the right occasion to inter
vene. The Minister will soeak in 
both languages and if he chooses to 
spea^ in English first those of us who 
do not know ifindi will try to follow 
him when he speaks Hindi.

Mr. Chairman: No hon. Member has 
a right to force his views on another 
hon. Member. Hindi is the official 
language of the Union and for a period 
of 15 years English will also be used. 
It is as much to his interest as to 
that of the Government to make the 
other side understand what he says. 
That is what he is going to do. Why 
should a particular language be forced 
upon him? I am sure he will explain 
in English to those hon. Members 
who are not able to understand Hindi 
an the points raised. Let there be no 
impatience shown in this regard.

The Minister of Parliamentary 
Aflfairs (Shri Satya Narayan Sinha) :
The President has already set the 
example. He delivered his Address in 
Hindi first and in English later.
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I  n ^  ^  ^  ^fnT

I ^

^  3TT;rR>ft, ^5T^ 3TR 
^  3mn ^nrnr ^ ^*r

^  ^T ^  sftr ^^1 ^

^  3TTT ^  ^ r  x V ^ o  ^  ^  ^

^  ||^=rqid<. ^  ||^ 44 i'iT

^  % f m  ^  ^
^ ' i f t ,  ^  ^  ^  ^  3TT^-

?prjf%7r JTT ^ftr ^

wrr̂  ^  t  3 rk  ^RT ^'t ^rrr ?Tf ^

f^ p ^  f  TT fin :
^  3T»^ ciX^ 'Tc?r ^5TOJ f e r

^  ^  ^  n*̂  aftr ^
^ =̂r<d ^ f̂ jpT ^  r*l^ %
^  ridw -q«i^ ^  a'jr+

^  3fV̂  ^  ^  3TT3r 3 ft^ -
^PT3f^ 3ftr ^
^r ^  I

2T̂  ^  f W R ^  ^  ^  t  3TWT

gtSST % 3n% t  ^

% ^  Id^d ^  5̂̂ ^
'T f^  f  aftr sT^r^r

^  T̂HTnr F̂TnF ^t^F ^ 3 ^  |J+?
^  '»l<r'{t ^  3TW^ -H^'lf^^ ^  

3TTO *f 5Tn‘f  ^  ^  irnrr f  aftr

^  ^  I ^  t  ^
^  ^  ITf ^
^ IV *̂TT̂  qr ^  »̂T %
^  ^  ̂  3T^^ fspj^^rft
^  3T^t a\^ ^
r»i^ cTT̂  fV'd*-^ f̂ *HM*l ^if^'T,

% i T ^ ^  3 lk  f^OTa ^
f% T̂ C ^F^ 3TF̂  % Tt v̂ dl

3TFf^ ^ F  =^rffT 3fk  
JTtflRp '̂f f 2 ^  t̂H^T ^  ^  ŜTFTF

I ^5iV?r 3TWT 2T̂  ^
r*i«nT ^ fV sh" % «fv>i |Af, ^  IT^
^ET qT 3Tr̂ T ^HT fi«t>i ^tE’nF 

^ ^  ^pTFftp  ̂ ^  ^FiFt

ttR + ’Ĵ ^ I

An Hon. M ember: Sir, it is not
a fact.

«ft ifto STTPaft: ^5iVn #
^  3TF2p?r ^Tfrf ^  3TT^

^ 3ftr 5̂r̂ TF ^T^^F
i  f v  ^  ^  t  1 ^  ^

^  % TTTnF I T̂̂ n F |
^  ^  TK ^fF Jf7*T

^  f , q^F % q f  ^  ^
^  ^Jf t̂X fV^F q-̂ F t  ^  ^ F 7  
i :^  IFF «tV̂  ^F ^fcT q'^f % T 
«r?»+ ^  ^
Tftf ^  ^  3fh: ^  sTTTl- fTF^r-
^  q r  3TcpfF ^nrq f?rq^ ^
^ q ^  'd»f ^  ^
fV !̂RT »TT ^  SFfeqrf %
rd’«FJ ^  I
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^  tTrHM T̂TT ^  ^  I?T3TR‘
 ̂ 3̂ T +N *f>i

^  t  I % ?rff ^  aflr
^  ^  f  I ^  ^

snr w r  f  i *7̂

^  ^  ^TJTT ^  f ^ T ^  «TT, ^  3W 

^  3TFRTMt #  ^ ^  Wfhif
^  ^FTT f̂ nrr'5TRTT ^ 1 R(I«!»I-

W  % ^  ^  « < IH I  ^  * i l« H  |3 |T

^  3rk S T F T ^  ^  %
^  ^  ^  f^RT P̂TT f  ^
^rrf^ ftrTT f , ^1lf+ a n f^  #  f̂ RTT 
Îvl" f^<%^TTt, ^  d l^ * i  ^  ^

^  ^<THHd STO q r

I T̂T ^  (State Govern
ments) tsfiT ^  ?TPTf  ̂ ^
M<6î  ^  Hk  «Tl51l % 3TTT 

I  I ^  r^M ld H d  ̂  TT^ T T

3 IW  ẐTRT m  ^  ^  W
^  Ĥ iPti®! 3fV̂  *TT^
snflf tt*i«ai, 4Mlff+ ^  ftn# 
(literacy) ^  ^  5IT̂-
w  ̂ ?TT^ ^  ^  ?fl̂ ,

^  ^  I ^  dHI*^

t, ^  ^  ^
V7^ 'M'H •TX.̂  >d»i
^  rTMhr 3fk f^ifia^ sfr ^
« i® ri? d  srn?> t f ^  ^  ^

q r  I  I ^  ^  ^  5̂FR5y w
(General Budget) % 3p^ ̂  ?trt 
35^ ^^^rnr 1 ^ n r ^  stft
v t  5RT̂ 5RT I  f ¥ ^
^  '>1̂ 1 *̂TRT Rn > ^̂ <41 cTTvftW
'TT ^  3?̂  ^  V̂
5̂Fir WTT *R ft>^ W

I, 3ftr ^  'TT ^  Hd<l'»l ĤTIT
3ftr ‘T>̂ »il f% ^  ^ ^  ^  W2T 

46 PSD

fen I, ?r^ t t ^  ^
*̂ î di ^ ft» f^dn

f  ^  ^  ^  3 T ^  #  WTT
^  # n*in»fi ^  ^

9T\t Hld»fl ^  ^  >i9)[d ^
^  ^  I W*fPp ^  ^  fF 5 ^

^ ^  w1d î(M ^
^  ^TR" sftr ^hr î ^d

^  «T ^  I ^  ^

3T5  ̂ % 3T^ ^i«d ?  <^HI 
f  3ftr of-owl I

^  ^  f¥  ’TT iR t ^  ^  ^T f̂f 
?FT fen TO" ^  ^

R̂RT t̂ iiv<i ^  <*n̂
^3^ ^  t  * *w<r ^  ^  ft>

^  cft̂ r *ft,
^  ^  3R*Tm  ̂^  TOR r̂ ^  ^nrr 
ferr ^  I 3R ^  ^

^  ferr ’nr f  ^
^  f ^  ^  ^  ^  

^  5̂ »r f̂t̂ JT feiT w  t  ft» ^  ^  
<TOdl̂  % P̂TT 5ITO ^  ̂  I
■̂-Hf̂  ̂ f^rNt ^

P̂TPT  ̂ ^  ferr
n̂rr 3i1t  ^  % ^nr t?^ f  , strt 

^  ferft^ t  3ik
^  3R ^  ^  f̂V̂T
^  T̂PTT 3rpT3T̂  % ferr ĵfrar 

^  3R 1̂73 TO *n^
^  T̂TT 3TFRn  ̂^ ferr t̂rtt f  1 

^  ^  ^  ^  ^  fr n̂r,
3fV̂  i(«rti5̂  'iiif̂ ql ^  <%fi< 

^ fpft «rw, ^  «Jf^ f
^  ^  % ?nir  ̂ ^T5?t ^
3 ig f^  t  I ^  €t̂  t,
^  ^ ’TFpft̂ T f9
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fe r  snft ^TT,'*TR ^
^  ^  ^  ftr ^  ^  ^

T̂RTT f ,  ^  ^  ^  Mg-^dl t ,
sftr ^  f  ^  ^

^  ^  t  ^  ^  ^
fk 'T \ ^  ^  f w ^  ^  I
3fk 31̂  ^  qr ^  ^
^  ^  TO T  t  I ^  ^  ^

(Railway tracks) 5̂t̂ ,  ^  
=Fi^ ^tViftT ^  ^  *ff I^FTV 
^  ^  sRFrr t̂rt «fFr

^  «ft, 3ftr T̂Tf̂
^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^Tf «ft I

^  ^  3 flT  * T 5 [ ^  ^  ^ ? t f w

s f k  fR T I ^ iT R r  ?FT 3 I T ^  t #  ^  

T ^  ^  f t i  ^  ^  3 ft r  1 ^  sra" ?R» 

s F d ^  3 f t ^  « R  =sr?5?ft

^ 1  3T^ y n  ^  sft^RT %  ^»rr

Y o  ^  N d l ^  I 3 f t r  3 H R  V o

^  ^  ^  ^  >ft fPT =q  ̂ ^

^  ^  ^  ^?T SB#
ftrc ^  »TT  ̂ % 

*!>«‘T»'a % ans ^
^  ^  5t»0«l ^

^  q f ^  t  ^  t o V  % ^

^  ^  Tc
f e  ^  ^ :, ^  ̂  ^  q fir
^3rm I ^  aftr
^  Fft̂  ^  3rk ^  «<<iiMi ^  11
^  r̂ WRIT g fV *̂ii<i ^ 'jpn̂
T O  ifW  ^  t ,  ft)T ^  ^  TO 

^  ^  ^  I ^  ^  f e f t
3t\ ^  T T  3TFTT I ^  ? f l^  

fTT (halts)

+M ^>T»TT ^  I ^  ^  ^  ^nft 

W  ^  'Ĥ +dl f  ^  ^  ?rf 
m f ^ T  3fk ^?T# I

^  ^  ^  

^  ^  ^  ^  t  I
^  3ftr ^
^  ^  % ?ra>?: ^  ^o \6

^  m  ^  TO 5FT ^  1 1  %fip^

^  ?nft I  ^  m  ^ft%^ 
^»nSt ^  T̂T̂  3fh: ^
3ftr 1^ ^  ^  I

5 ^  ^  3fk ^  ^  3 ik

^  ^  ^  ^fk TT 3TOTIT % T̂TT- 

^  ^RFT ^  ^  ^  T T  ^  feTT «IT 

3TmT  ̂ % T ^  ^  ^  ^

?irPT ^  w  t — ^ T F  ^  q r

f r% ^  (Recruitment) % ^  
^  I 3TT¥nT %  %  3 F ^

^  ^  ^  ftr t  I W  ^  ^

t ,  ^  ^  ^  ^  %f%5T

^  ^  «ld ^H I ^ T ^

^ ^  ^ ^  sfiywr f^Tm ^ f^
dl'̂ O sftr $d̂ i<l'»i (categories)

^  (Commission)
2TOTK ^  ^  ^  3 fk  aTRTT̂ T %

a ron : 3fk  3ftr ^  ^  ^  q r ift^
% 3 F ^  T|»T I ^  ^  ar̂ c fM I 3 R

TO srraTTT % Tf^ ^  ^
’T ^  ^  T^^ft I ^T^ ^

TO
I  ^  ^  ^  ^  PTHhT

3ITOT ^ 3ftr ^ t iW  ^  »rff ^TRwr 

ft> ^  ^  ^  ^  ^ T ^  3Tf^i1 aTRTHi

% T ^  ^  ^  ^  ^Pff% ^  ^

^  ^sn^ I aflr

^  3fT ^  ^  ^  TO^
i- ?
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5 ^  ^  ^  *RIT I

^  ^  sftr ^

^  m m  ^  t  ^  ^  ̂
^  «TRT I 

% ^«|w 21̂  «̂ >̂ »1| ■q|g«|| fsp ^

^ ^  ^  ^  It g
vffftf? ^  f r o t  |TT 5TRT I  ^

^  ^  f^Rnft ^gfo^d
M g-^m i f iT R T  I  I 3 f k  ^ R ? ra r

^ ;3?r q r  grr stpt ^  i

^  5^PTl W R  ^  ^ ^
5 ^  ̂ FTPT ^  o< Id + ^ ,  ^  5 ^

^  ^  ^  \ ^  7 #  ^
% ^^^ ^  T O  ^  r̂n?) >ft 'n ’ 

3pft ^  q r  ^  ^  I  
ft? ^  'f j^ r  #  ^  2iT ^
^  T̂T %  TRT ^  I 21^

tT̂  % 55  ̂ I I ^
3PPTT i| aftr ^

3miT ^  t  ftr JTft^ iqr % 3 F ^  
^  ^  ^  5TTW I ^
% 3TR % ^  ^  ^  ^  ^ 'T T ^
fif» ^  ^  9RTPTT = r̂f  ̂ I W  ^
F̂t̂ ’E^^5T^t ^  | f e  (traffic) 

% ^  5^  ^  ^

3TR̂ ZR> ^  ĤTT ^ ^  ^  | f ^
^  ^  ^  ( g o o d s )  5FT ^  2TT 3fk 

^  ^  I ^  ^  ^  STRt-
fr€t (priority) ^  =5TT̂  | afk 
^  % 3TR «*<ijHI f  I ,
®rnft ^  ^  ^  «f)̂ l̂
qft THT q r  ^  aftr m r: ^
TR ^  '»nT̂  [̂*nr ^rf^ ^
ff)T ^  ^  TT Pq-^K

3Fn: TR ^  |f ^  >̂nil
'TT ?FTT ^  »̂PT  ̂^ <Tl»fl
& ^  ^*pft ^

^  Vhtl«l r<H)d snR % ^  ^
I

^  ^  ^  ^ ^RTTSFHR 
5̂5% v$rfrf «(HH ^  T̂RT ^ 

^  ^  ^  ^  l%\r( ^  STR^T
^ n w  aftr ^  ^  ^ttit ^  irt 
& arm- i

^  <sfl  ̂ ^1% yR X ^  ^

^  ^ ^  ^  snr^^
f̂ 3 fk  ^  ^

^  ( f t f t ^  #5ff) ^
^  ^^\9a4  27̂  ^  f

^  I .

TO t ’ fwPnr (re
grouping) % ^  ^  =5IT̂
g I 3Pft 3rrr ^ f w r ^  % ^
JTFHk ^  «ft 3 n ^
^  ^  3tVt ^  ^  %■
3T^ '»im'M< ^ \ ^  T̂RT +H  ^  ^  
^  p r  t  I ^  ^  ^  
«TT ^  ’flfOTT I ^
^ ^  ^  ^  ^  ?ft 3 ^  ^  
% (unification)
^  «TT, li+1+<®r ^  «TT I

%■ 3TP3T̂  t̂«T % «(K ^
fiw  ^  qr ft : ^  %  ^PlRb-^^R ^

TO" ^  ^  '3TRT, ^  ^  ftRT 'SfR I

afk  ^  ^  ^  r̂flr ft? «ft 

^  ^  W  ^  ^  ^  ^  I ^  
^  ^  TO  #  ^  ^snM
ft> ^  'd*^^ f^^ci ^

;J3RT ^  ^  ^  ^
afh: ^  ^  ^  ftRT I ^  WT 3(^ 
5TRff
^  |3TT I  I «ftt ^  ^  ^
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[ sft ]

^  ift ^  ^
^  ^Twnr 3ftr strt ^

feft ^  ^  ^  %
 ̂ I P̂t̂ H ^

sB̂ nft ^ ^  3TRnr ^
ftrct^ t ,  ^  I  3ftr 31  ̂ ^

ol^ l̂ TPT 3TFft

^ | i

•ft ^  S IS  snrf: aftr 3tiT 51 ^  ? 

^ o  Wto 9fW t: 51^

#  ^  finely ^  5  I ^  ^

«rft f̂*ft 3nTr5y % ^  ^  ^  tpt 
^  t  ^  TPT ^

^»fe*T ^  I 4*rif^ 3fTT '»lH^

t, ftRT WT 
FlfhFT 3TT ^ a ^ i < ^

^  ch:̂  % f , sfk ^
^  ^ t  ^  ft)T

«i'td ^  9TET
TjcFTO % ^  #  ^PT^ ifT̂ rr 3ftr W -

^  I

3n^ ^  R^fd ^  3Tpft TPT
'flff^< *t»<Hi ^  «<ld ^  I

^ ^  % WR «rnM %
3 ik  ^rrWlf ^  tht = ^ t^  g, 

<®n ̂   ̂ ^ ̂  'dH % ̂  sftx
anr ^  ^̂ nr
j  I Jsit ^nMHKIHt^>ift ^

*f»̂ l 9T9" ^  ^  ^
2iT?ft ^  *i\<^i< #  3TF3T ?fqrr t^ -

%  sfh: «f>^ ^  ffarr
^  «(id ^j % «ii^

#  ^5^ STRTpft ^  ^ t f  +̂ *11
^  TTTOT ^  I

2T̂  ^  5Ti^ ^ i f h : ^  % t^ - 
4«H^T ^  ^2T3ft + W ^  #

^  ^ W l d ’< ^  ^  I IT^ 5TRf ^

iV  ^rr^ «(id1 ^
^

(Central Advisory Council)3ftr 
?f f w  «rr ^

<rhr ^  ^Mi<i H" ^  I 3rr5T ^

^  ^  \  ^ WK ^  T̂RT

^  «ll<l'l ^  ^  ^ 
f®ĥ l ^ ^ ^  F̂t̂  «t ĉf
W ^  ^  ^  ^  I

^  ^   ̂ ^  ^  T̂OT w
f  ^  ^ ftt^ jt  % y ^ T f r
^  ŝrnr, x^  ^  ^ rt ^  f w ^ i 
a m rF f  ^  I ^ J T w r  g

2T̂ I  I ^
^  ^  ^ttT ^ f% 3niT ^1^
«lRf*t» «lld ^  «iid'

^  ^   ̂ *̂T 3rr»T

OT % ^  g I WTK
^ *T)i»i' ^  «iid' rf«T) <̂rt

^  ^  ’TT ^ T F f^ ^ r ^R F T  

arrr aftr 3ftt ^  ^  ^r^r
^ dl" '3^^ ^  'jIK + i^  ^
3|Ŷ 'TaT fV ^̂TT T̂%

T-mi^H+ ^TT^ t  ^
TO €\^ ?fcft^ qr qr|^ ^
% % r  ^  ^  3At  ^qf^ ^q-r^ %

% f̂ a* ^  I 5Tfr
rf+ ^  «l in'  ̂ ^

^  ^  ^  I ^HK

f[̂ nr «̂IH  ̂ ^  %

2T5 t  ^  t r ^  3T^ a ^  «rr

3 f t r  ^  ^ fT  ^ ’A o o  3 rr^4 ft

«Fr*T ^  ^  ^  TT^r «r^ ^  *mt i 
aarsr ^  ? K o o  a rR fiT z ff ^  f s r ^
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^  pTR ^
^  ^  3TR % f ^ -

vtz 5̂TRrr t  I ^  3TT^f^ ^
^  t  3 fk  trt^RTft

t  I t  ^  ^  ^

3Rn: TOTT t  I ^  ^  ^
^  g f% ^  ^  ^  * 
3ft sftr ^  ^  ^

^  it' I ^  ^  ^

^  f w  ^ n̂TT ^  ^
f¥  ^  ^  qr^ftpT
(Stores Purchasing Organisation)

F̂T ^
^  ^  ^  t  3 fk  O T ^y*nnr

^  ?a? ^  ^  3TR?ft ^  
^  ^rc?ft M  ^5rm m  ^  ^  ^

Ji^ ttV ^  s ftr = ^  ^  ^  ^  

grf^ ^  ^  3TT3 ^  3TT ^  ^  an^fW f 
2|ft ^  3fk  ^  ^  W '^ i ’T
^  ^  f5RT ^  ?^ oo  ?TT ? \ 0 6

a n ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^
5R:# I
2TT ^  ^

anft ^  t  ^  ^

^  n  ‘

?ft ^
3IOT JTPft

^  aftr 555 ^  I ^  ^  ^ ^
^  ^  ^  ^  W?JT ^ OT ^  

?^oo
zTT \ \ o o  aii<rH^1r % ^i\T*nx ^  

w\ 1 1  ^  ^  ^  T xm

?3wr g  ^  ^  ^ ft fw  I

«n fk r  #  ^  ^  s n ^
i  ^  Jtm f̂eFT ^  feqr w  t  

TO «ft5T ^  ̂  ^  3 r ^  ?rc5

^  ^T9T g I ^

f  3ftr ^  ^  ^  % %T' ^

^  t  • ^  ^
^  ^  T̂FWT g f% T̂TTO
% '̂Hi<i SR¥ ^ s?TFT.

^  *1 ^  TO TOS ^  ^T?5^
^  ^  8̂R R  t  3 ^  # |i r  ^

|, ITT vRsfh: f  #  ^PT ^

rFĈ  ^  srgf^WR t  2TT 
^  I ^  ITPRTT g  ^  3 ftr 55̂

% 5«BFt ^  !^i«n 9XTW W
^  ^  =5f55̂  f  m  ^  ^
OT’CI ?T̂  f , ^  (seats) ^  

*r̂  ^  I ^ ^  ^
*1 Wd I g ^  f^FTFlT ^  3 f^

TO ^  ^  ^R" ?TT  ̂% STRPT ^  ^
^   ̂ I T̂*R f̂ TSft cO<. T̂ . ̂
#  ^TVN" ^ f% 3RfT
% f^iT ’T)^ T̂T Ŝ yRT % -H îR)^.

(V*T3>a 'ddl»fl 'Tf ^  ̂ 3^ TO* ^
2̂TPT % ^̂ H"! 3TT<

^  ^  ^  ^  «T5 ^̂ HRT aftr ^
% ^  3fh:

I fjR* ^y^ff #  >n:
>d6i  ̂ ^ 3itn! TO ^  ^[l%^r 

Mg”«ii»i % '»r)< *Hit^
% <J«lRbO ^  TOpft
^  ^  ^m5Rrr g  t o  ^  ^3r  tt t o

^  W^TRT ?r^ ^9rrf^ a fk  ^  >ft TO 
^  ^  «R T T ^

+^i n̂rr ^ 1% f̂t»T 
w  ^  t  t%?»5rt‘d (deve
lopment) % I JT̂  ̂ ^

^  »nf f  I
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^TPPft]

(Railway Convention Com
mittee) ?T, ^  »TEft«fr3ftT

^ ^  ^  5ft?rnT ^rptt

^ f̂ PTT ^
^  I T O  ^  ŜTFT ^

f3rr i ^
^  iV  ^

W TT ^  ^  ^  I

^  W f  ^  vFTOT 5f̂ l*T ^
^  I 3TH ^niT ^  ^iPkf ^

^  5  ^  T̂HfRT g  ftp 3FIT ^
+0'^  w m  f̂>nr % r«^i'4 ^  *n*i 

t  ^  ^  ^  ^  aTRTnft
% ^?n f i p h ^  ^  t  #
n?rc ^  arrr ^  f^^yprr
=«n^T ^ ^  t̂»T ^  ^nr

^  ^  3PTT
^HRt ^ rl^  f  ^̂ TTT ̂ FT<T !̂7»T I
^  W T  ^  5^TR % ^

^  I ^pTi f̂ 3PR ^  ^

ff®f% ^  «k4H ^

i « •

^  ^  >ft ^  ^THRT xm'\ i  I
r̂nr ^  ^  ^^317 ^ ’f^^TT ^ ^

^  d<.vb ^  ^  ^ I
^  % ^TT ^ ^TT
«TH  3 fk  5TRff ^  rnC«f> ^5fT^,

^  ^  ^  *ia««( n ^  t  ^  f ^  
^ 5^  (trade and industry) ^  
w  (fair deal) n^ f^r^,
2T| ^  ^  ?r̂ 1r f  I % ^  OT % T̂PT

r̂nr ^ i ^Rff ^

(balance) q^r t»
TC q f^ r ^ ^
3rnf ftJTT ^
^̂ TT 5̂T̂  ^r
^ 3TV̂  T̂R" ^  ^ I ^ *

^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^

^  ^5TTr 3tV=c a  ^ h tw t

i  #  JT t  ^
TOf) ^  >T^ ^  THT ^ ^
w r r  % 3fhc f^qfe (spirit) 

^  n̂5?Tr I m  i

^  f̂' ^it‘ arrr 5»?t ^r^nr^
3ftr ^  fjRT spt ^  f  3PH 
OT ^  3Trt 5TT ^  I

T O  3TRTT ^  i% T O  W  f̂TT 

ycr I

^Tnrr ^ ^  ^  fe y
aftr ^ ^ f +  #  ift

^ 1 r  ^  ^  3n ^ ^  I  I A f ^

^  qn- 3iK?ft  ̂ I
4  ^  3p5^ ^

^   ̂ 3^  ^  % f«^ 3rr»T
3ftT (ways and means) % 
3F?T 3ftr amqjT^^^r (finances ) 
% 3P^ ^  ^  ^  tf+d"!  ̂ ‘T>̂<ll 3TH 
m x  an^RW^i ^  ^  ? p ^
3TT̂  ^R ^  ^  +̂ <ri I ^

(English translation of the above 
speech).

Shri L. B. Shastri: Sir, 1 note with 
regret that despite my assurance that I 
will reply to the points raised by the 
Opposition Members in English also, so 
much opposition to my speaking in 
Hindi has been voiced. I regard it as 
improper, for Hindi is our own national 
language. If some hon. friends have 
no knowledge of Hindi, they should at 
least be prepared to hear it. One can 
learn a good deal through hearing also. 
If the hon. Members have not learnt 
Hindi already, they can now take the 
opportunity to learn through hearing to 
Hindi speeches. They should listen to 
speeches made in Hindi by others. If 
we continue like that no progress will 
be made in 15 years, we are really 
asserting in name only that after 13 
years Hindi shall assume fuU status as 
our National Language. I think barriog
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ten or twelve hon. Members sitting on 
the opposition, the hon. Members in 
general, whether they belong to Bengal 
or Madras, can understand Hindi all 
right. In the case of Dr. Mookerjee in 
particular, I know fully well that he 
can understand Hindi quite well and 
his knowledge of that language is 
quite sound.

I Tiave to congratulate the hon. 
Members for the manner in which the 
discussion on the Railway Budget has 
been conducted and concluded just 
now. I have gained from the construc
tive suggestions, comments, criticism 
and objections raised by the hon. Mem
bers. I happen to be new to this 
Ministry and, therefore, things said 
here have only added to my knowledge. 
A reply to all the points raised by the 
hon. Members will involve much time 
of the House. Nor do I think there is 
any necessity for that. It is so because 
many of the points are such that can be 
discussed outside the House and re
garding which, I think, I can satisfy 
or at least try to satisfy the hon. Mem
bers outside. For that matter, I will 
not enter into the details of the various 
claims or demands made by several 
hon. Members regarding their respec
tive constituencies. States or provinces. 
I, however, can assure them that the 
Ministry has made a careful note of 
what they have said. They will re
ceive a careful consideration and 
wherever possible, efforts will be made 
to meet their wishes.

The points made by the hon. Mem
bers are: that the Budget affords no 
relief to the poor man; it provides no 
amenities for the third class passengers 
and that the Railway Board, instead of 
earning larger and still larger revenues, 
should take steps to provide amenities 
to the public travelling in third class 
and other lower classes. I want to 
submit it to the House that the senti
ments expressed here for the third 
class passengers are fully shared by me. 
I assure the House that I am fully con
versant with their difficulties and 
hardships. I can go even one step 
further to state that whenever I 
happen to see their conditions or travel 
with them, my first reaction is that 
such conditions of travel may suit any 
one but human beings and that they 
are derogatory to the status of a human 
being. It is a hard fact that the third 
class compartments are so over-crowd
ed that to quote an hon. Member it is 
not possible to go from one end to the 
other. The congestion within the com
partments is so very acute. Because of 
these very facts we often meet with 
failure in introducing certain arrange
ments in the third class com
partments, howsoever much we may

have liked them to be introduced. For 
instance, should it be decided to make 
arrangements for speedy cleaning and 
sweeping of the third class compart
ments and the lavatories attached 
to them at all the big stations 
whereby the third class passengers 
may have some comfort, it cannot be 
done because of this overcrowding. 
The sw ^per finds it simply impossible 
to get into the compartment and con
sequently they cannot be cleaned 
Overcrowding is, therefore, the biggest 
hurdle in the way of all these arrange
ments. Previously I used to regard it 
as an easy thing to overcome It. I 
then thought that additional third class 
and mter class compartments wiU solve 
the problem. I also thought that run- 
nmg of shuttle trains for inter-district 
distances will mitigate overcrowding 
in the express or mail trains 
Inasmuch as it will divert the passen
gers travelling for small distances to 
these stattie trains. But the informa- 
faon gathered by me in the last few 
days, has convinced me that addition 
of more third class or inter class com
partments or running of shuttle trains 
for mter-district distances is probably 
Impracticable. ^

Babn Ranmarayaii Sinffh
bagh West): Why is it so? (Hazarl-

Shri L. B. Shastri: For the simple 
reason that we have not got suffi
cient number of carriages etc. The 
position IS so acute that withhold
ing of only a few carriages for fitting 
electric fans or renovation of seats 
makes the shortage felt in the form of 
still more overcrowding. There occurs 
a further shortage of carriages. So 
that is the position with regard to 
coaches and carriages. That, however, 
dTOs not suggest that we are not making 
efforts at importing new coaches, or 
constructing new carriages ourselves in 
this country. All efforts are being 
made to that end and in doing so speed 

not been ignored either. But 
thmgs take time. It is not possible to 
achieve results which are not com
mensurate with the time or the re
sources available to us. The problem 
of overcrowding has, therefore, assum
ed a much complicated form for u& 
It is nevertheless true that we have to 
make arrangements of some sort or the 
other in this behalf. Recentl^ ^  
order has been placed for the purchase 
of diesel-cars, ste^-engines and addi
tional carriages. On their receiot they 
will be used as shuttle trains. " They 

expenditure
a n d ^ n  faster. I hope to use them as 
shuttle trams. As I have stated, with 
the running o f these diesel-cars as
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shuttle trains between headquarteri 
situated at 25 to 40 miles distance wiU 
go a long way to mitigate overcrowding 
and congestion in the trains. We are 
going to make arrangements on thase 
lines. I am also reconsidering the 
question of running of shuttle trains 
between the districts and to that effect 
I iam examining the number ol coaches 
we can spare for that purpose so that 
the overcrowding in third class com
partments could be reduced.

It has also been complained that the 
booking clerks issue tickets very late 
which causes a good deal of incon
venience to that class of passengers In 
purchasing tickets. This even leads to 
quarrels among the passengers and not 
infrequently there are attempts to push 
each other. I frankly admit that our 
booking clerks do not discharge their 
duty as they normally should do. 
Under the rules, the booking offices 
should be open two hours b^ ore  the 
arrival of the train and tickets issued 
to the passengers. It is, however 
generally noted that they begin issuing 
tickets an hour or even half an hour 
before the train time, thereby causing 
much inconvenience to the passengers.

An Hon. M&aher: Sir, it is not a fact.

Shri L. B. Shastri: I intend to issue 
strict orders for the future. I will 
issue strict instructions that the order 
regarding the opening of booking offices 
two hours before the arrival of the 
train, should be strictly followed. For 
smaller stations, however, this tinre 
may not be fixed at two hours. Those 
booking offices may have it at one hour 
or ’̂three quarters of an hour only be
cause there is generally no trrowding. 
They can fix this time on their own 
responsibility. The object before us is 
that the public may get tickets without 
inconvenience.

Again a point has been raised that 
pro{)er arrangements in respect of rail
way schools are not made and that their 
number has been reduced instead of 
being increased. It is complained that 
not adequate funds are set apart for 
them. The arrangements existing in 
the railway hospitals have also come in 
for criticism and it is pointed out that 
corftrary to the previous arrangements, 
the patients admitted in these hospitals 
are now required to pay for their 
meals. On inquiring into these two 
complaints, I find them to be baseless. 
I consider the responsibility of educat
ing all our citizens rests either on 
the Government of India or the State 
Governments and I do not think it to 

be wise or necessary to put this burden

on the Railways. It is not a question 
of mere literacy, or education upto the 
primary standard. It is a question at 
secondary education also. Under th$ 
circumstances, it is not proper that the 
Railway administration should spend 
so much on that item. I do not think 
it to be reasonable. The burden of 
educating all our citizens, whether they 
are working in the Railway Depart
ment or elsewhere rests with the Gov
ernment of India or with the State 
Governments. For that matter provi
sion for this purpose should be made 
in the General Budget only. I may, 
however, state that we are incurring 
at present an expenditure of 
Rs. 54,00,000 on the railway schools as 
compared to an expenditure of 
Rs. 23,00,000 in 1949-50. The plea, there
fore, that we have reduced this ex
penditure, is untenable. Again we 
want to maintain our schools as best 
as possible. We shall do all that is 
practicable to see as much progress 
made in that behalf as possible. I 
say so because whatever institution we 
may undertake to run, has to be run 
most efficiently. We simply do not like 
to see it going from bad to worse.

The complaint in regard to the 
hospitals that the patients there are 
now required to pay for their meals, is 
also without basis. The facts are quite 
contrary to that. Formerly the rule in 
this respect laid down that all the em
ployees drawing less than Rs. 30 a 
month shall be provided with meals 
free of charge. Subsequently it was 
modified and the limit of income was 
raised to Rs. 60 per mensem. The 
hon. Member who complained of the 
stoppage of free meals is, therefore, 
under a wrong impression. The fact 
is quite the opposite. Contrary to the 
previous practice of giving free meals 
to employees with income less than 
Rs. 30 a month, now the employees 
with income less than Rs. *60 a month 
also stand to benefit from that con
cession.

A suggestion was made to increase 
the speed of the express and mail 
trains. It was stated that their present 
speed was quite slow and consequently 
the passengers had to face much in
convenience. It is true to say that. 
Only a few days back an hon. Member 
in a private talk with me pointed out 
that 26 hours’ time is taken by the 
Mail train in reaching Calcutta from 
Delhi. He told me that this time 
should be reduced. I am told that 
the Railway Department has given a 
good deal of thought to this suggestion. 
No final decision is, however, still 
reached in the matter. Meanwhile 
many railway tracks and lines were
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found in a wom-out condition, 
because of which it was not considered 
proper to increase the speed of the 
trains. Actually speaking, it was re
duced in a number of cases. Simul- 
-taneously efforts were made to repair 
and strengthen the railway lines. 
Orders are now being issued to increase 
the average speed of "trains to at least 
40 miles per hour as against the 
previous 35 miles per hour. It is true 
that even with a speed of 40 miles per 
hour, no appreciable saving in time can 
be effected. Still it will make so much 

•■difference— say in reaching Calcutta 
from Dajhi—that the train starting at 
eight a.m. from Delhi and reaching 
'Calcutta at about 10 a.m. next day, will 
— with the introduction of a 40 mile 
speed—reach Calcutta at 6 a.m. But 
it is possible to increase the speed 
further still in the case of the mail 
and express trains. I admit that the 
maximum speed is fixed at sixty miles 
iper hour. We, however, can under no 
■circumstances adopt that* in the day to 
day running of the trains. We shall 
have to stick to some average speed. 
Another way of increasing speed lies 
in the reduction of the halting points 
en route. This can be brought about 
only if new trains are run and the 
number of passenger trains is increas
ed. With the reduction in the halting 
points on the way, a 26 hour journey 
can be reduced to 20 or 18 and even to
16 hours. But that too is possible 
only if we are able to obtain more 
coaches whereby we may increase the 
number of mail and express trains.

Hon. Members have pointed out many 
things; especially, an hon. Member 
from Assam has insisted that justice 
has not been done to the people of 
Assam as far as recruitment is con
cerned, i.e. v̂ ery few people belonging 
to Assam have been recruited to the 

Tlailways. I cannot go into the reasons 
for this but I may point out for their 
information that we have decided that 
fo r  future appointments in class III 
and class IV a commission would sit 
in  Assam and it would include officers 
and representatives of Assam. This 
would obviate the inconvenience the 
people of Assam have been feeling. In 
addition to this, as far as recruitment 
to  class is concerned, it is done 
mostly by local officers. I do not think 
that there would be any impediments 
in the way of recruitment of Assamese 
"because they would be recruited locally, 
and who else would go from outside to 
l)e recruited in Assam?

Some remarks about Orissa were also 
made. But a look at the clock forbids 
m e to go into them. So I would say 
onlv this much about Orissa that I 
-want to make a special study of the

difficulties pointed put, because it is 
our duty to give as many facilities to 
our backward States as possible. The 
Government would devote all the atten^ 
tion to these problems.

As far as the question of construction 
of a bridge at Farrukhha, raised by 
Shri Syama Prasad, is concerned, I had 
explained during question hour that the 
Government were considering whether 
the bridge should be constructed at 
Farrukhha, or Mokamah Ghat or near 
Patna in Bihar. This question has been 
referred to a Committee, who are going 
to take a decision soon. It is hoped 
that they would reach a decision within 
a month. We will take a decision as 
to where the bridge should be built 
only after the report of the Committee 
is before us. No doubt the volume o l 
traffic, whether of goods or passengers, 
has necessitated the construction of this 
bridge. We want to give priority to 
this work and want that it should 
make speedy progress. The decision 
with regard to the site of the bridge 
would be taken after the Committee

■ submits its report and if it recommends 
that two bridges should be constructed, 
we will have to consider that. But il  
the recommendation of the Committee 
is that construction of only one bridge 
would do, we would select one of the 
two sites.

As far as the construction of 
Chamrajnagar-Satyamangalam Railway 
Line in Mysore is concerned, it would 
be taken up in 1954 and we would 
expedite it.

Some remarks about general princi
ples have been made. I would deal 
with them in English. Because these 
were, for the most part, made by the 
Opposition so it would not be proper 
if I say something at this time in 
Hindi.

I would like to say one thing with 
regard to regrouping of Railways. The 
hon. Minister Shri Gopalaswami 
Ayyangar has just spoken on this issue 
and he is the best authority on i t  The 
whole work concerning regrouping has 
been done by him. It was a tremend
ous task which he took up. This 
scheme was being talked about for the 
last 30 years. It was a question of the 
unification of Railways. It was only 
proper that after India’s becoming 
independent this task of unification 
should have been undertaken. 0£  
course, the credit for all this would go 
to Shri Gopalaswami. Jt would always 
be mentioned that he took up ^ e  work 
courageously, formulated a plan and 
put it into operation. This was not 
opposed by the States at that juncture.
I am not prepared to take seriously 
what the Opposition have said on
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question of regrouping, because no pro
vince or State has raised any voice 
against it. It is true that West Bengal 
did oppose it and even now hon. Mem
bers from that State are putting 
forward their own opinion.

Shri N. L. Sharma: And Uttar Pra
desh?

Shri L. 3 . Shastri: There is no opposi
tion in Uttar Pradesh. I nhink it is 
very difficult for me to pronounce any 
jodgment on the attitude of West 
Bengal. As you are well aware, Sir, 
I have taken up the portfolio at a time 
when the scheme is not only jeady but 
has also been put into operation. And 
it would prove to be a hindrance in the 
work of the Government if any change 
is made in the scheme at this juncture. 
In view of this it is very difficult for 
me to give any opinion on this matter 
now. I am prepared to lisien to the 
opinions expressed by my friends and 
comrades from. West Bengal and I 
have listened to them. I am even now 
prepared to hold talks on this question. 
As Shri Gopalaswami has said, it does 
no: oasily seem possible to take any 
decision in regard to the establishment 
of headqL*arters at Calcutta, in addi
tion to the or>e opened at Gorakhpur.

It is said that the headquarters at 
Gorakhpur may not be removed but 
another may be opened at Calcutta. 
This does not look proper because the 
Central Advisory Council and the Gov
ernment have, after taking into con
sideration all things, decided that the 
number of zones should not be more 
than six. It would not be wise if we 
increase the number of zones from 
six to seven and thus give up all 
considerations which had forced us to 
take this decision. As far as I have 
been able to judge, it would not be 
easy to solve the problem of removing 
the headquarters from Gorakhpur to 
Calcutta. I think it would be very 
difficult. But I do feel that ii we can 
satisfy our friends from West Bengal 
without abandoning any fundamental 

'  or basic principles, 1 would not hesitate 
to do so. But the question is: What
are the points on which a compromise 
can be nade? That is why I offered to 
talk to hon. Members so that I may 
know what they feel and what construc
tive suggestions they have to offer 
which may help us reach a decision and 
which naay be in the interest of West 
Bengal, and may be considered by our 
friends from that State to be so. As 
far as traffic is concerned no doubt it 
Is a big problem. But another problem 
worrying our friends from West Bengal 
IS that the removal of the headquarters

has closed the door on 1500 people 
working there. Out of these, about 
1200 belonged to Bengal and in future 
they would not be recruited. They 
would lose their jobs. It is a question 
which naturally affects the people of 
West Bengal. I an[i considering the 
question that such new offices as are 
to be opened elsewhere, should be 
opened in CaL' utta. e ha\ e evi'n 
decided to open a new ofnce namely the 
Stores Purchasing Organisation, at 
Calcutta immediately. About 400 
people will be employed in that Office, 
who will be recruited locally or local 
people will have an ooportunity for 
recruitment. I am ci opinion that 
other matters should al.̂ ô be kept in 
view s j that another s. ven, eight or 
nine hundred people may be recruited 
there, and the 1200 or 1500 people 
working there may have an opportunity 
of finding an emplo3’’ment. In short, I 
would try to *open o'Tiros there so 
that the dirficuity oi the people of West 
Bengal may be removed.

Another question relates to traffic, 
namely, the Sealdah line and the loop 
Uiivi. At the same time I do not con
sider the other questions of less im
portance because it is a question of 
1200 or 1500 people going out of 
employment. I would try to find a 
wa / out and try my best to accommo
date them.

In the end, I would like to say that 
I realize that the burden of the 
responsibility entrusted to me is great 
— I have to perform my duty in the 
in'eresls of my country. I also realize 
that there being a Congress Govern
ment it is our duty to pay our attention 
in the first instance to those areas 
where .the situation is the worst, where- 
people are in difficulties or have other 
problems as regards Railways. I know 
that the condition of first and second 
class compartments is not good, the 
fans don’t work properly, lavatories 
a: 3 not in a proper condition, seats are 
tern ana the cushions also are not 
£:od. Passengers travelling in these 
classes pay the fares and they have a 
right to these comforts. But 
personally I have no hesitation in say
ing that the first and second class 
travellers should be prepared to tolerate 
these shortcomings, if by their doing so  
we can provide some amenities to 
inter and third class passengers. I  
think that the first £ind second class 
passengers should not mind a little- 
trouble, if by doing so those people can 
have some amenities who have suffered 
all along, nor should I have any hesita
tion in taking steps in that direction.

It has been remarked that only a  
sum of Rs. 3 crores has been provided
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for development. The Railway Con
vention Committee, appointed by the 
House, has chalked out a five-year 
prc.^a.nme and has decided that a sum 
of Rs. 3 crores should be spent on deve
lopment annually. This has surprised 
me. But we are helpless as even in 
the first year we could not spend Rs. 3 
crores. The question of increasing that 
sum, under the circumstances, does not 
arise. It is a question of increasing 
our eificiency. I know that the amount 
is small as compared to the work but 
there is no scope for increasing the 
amount in this Budget. Even then I 
want to assure the House that if we 
have capacity to work I would try to 
increase the amount to Rs. 4 crores. 
We can spend that for improvements. 
But if we cannot do it, the question 
of increasing the amount does not arise 
at all.

I hope that I would get full co
operation of the House. I have sym- 
pat'.iy for the Railway workers because 
I am one of them, I do not belong to 
any other class. I realise their difficul
ties and would do whatever I can 
within our ways and means; rather I 
would try to go a step further, if need 
be. I also feel strongly for the lower 
class passengers. But this does not 
mean that I would not pay any atten
tion to other matters, nor does it mean 
that Trade and Industry would not get 
a fair deal. But we have to strike a 
balance, to see what things are more 
important and should get priority over 
others. We have to take every step 
after considering all these things. The 
whole of the House thinks that, that 
side also towards which I have pointed 
out, should adopt the same spirit. I 
am confident that we will get your co
operation and we will be successful in 
our efforts.

I will now give a resume in English.
Sir, I have heard with great attention 

the speeches nwde by the hon. Mem
bers of this House, and I welcome the 
criticisms made. Some of the points 
made out by them dealt with minor 
matters which can better be discussed 
with me, outside this House, and I shall 
certainly see what I can do abouf them.

Suggestions from all sides of the 
House have been specially made re
garding the restoration of old lines, 
opening of new lines and construction 
of bridges, etc. They are all necessary, 
I have no doubt, and they can be con
sidered and done in the light o f our 
ways and means position. However, I 
can assure the House that each and 
every suggestion made by them will be 
fully gone into and the needful will be

done as far as our funds and working, 
capacity permit. Already several 
schcmes and projects are under 
examination and quite a few of them 
have been taken up for execution. We 
have laid out a definite programme of 
works for the next five years and we 
have no doubt that it will work accord
ing to plan. We have provided 
Rs. 1,14,00,000 this year for restox'ation 
of old lines and Rs. 3,61,00,000 for 
opening of new lines and Rs. 1,15,00,000 
for CQpstruction of bridges. These 
sums generallj'- exceed the amounts pro
vided in the previous year. In fact, I 
want to go ahead further and do more. 
I also propose to examine our plans 
and projects with a view to making 
some changes in regard to priorities to 
be fixed.

I have noted dov. i the other sugges
tions made Vy hon. Me.Tibers in respect 
of their States and constituencies and 
I assii-r them that they will receive my 
best attention and earnest considera
tion. ■

Criticism has been levelled against 
us for contributing large amounts to 
the General Revenues. To my mind 
there is nothing wrong in a nationalis
ed undertaking showing profits while 
working in the interests of the people. 
India is a poor country. Its resources 
are limited. The general level has to 
be raised all round. It is not possible 
to raise it in one sector and leave 
others to their fate. Various branches 
of the Government will have therefore, 
to pool their resources to bring about 
an improvement of the economic con
ditions of the people. The railways, 
therefore, should and must contribute 
their mite if they can. Then there is 
another aspect of the question. I be
lieve that the nationalised undertakings 
should do their utmost to become self
supporting. They should not be a drain 
on the General Revenue..: of the State. 
No nationalised concern should be 
allow to run at a loss. While sening 
the people if it al.-D becomes self
supporting it serves a doubla purpose. 
In fact it is only then that it is set 
up and working on sound lines. I 
t’-iink a socialist Stat'  ̂ has also to work 
on the same principles. A socialist 
State vv'i’ l hardlv be able to make both 
ends meet if its nationalised under
takings do not pay for themselves and 
even contribute towards the General 
Revenues. I am, therefore, unable to 
appreciate the criticism levelled against 
us in this connection.

It has been complained that the 
railways do not take up any project 
which is unremunerative. A great deal
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has been said on this matter, and I 
can only say that this complaint has 
no foundation. It was on the 1st April, 
1950 that a re-orientation of the 
Railway Budget was made. Since then 
Government have contributed large 
sums of money for construction of new 
railway lines and similar other pro
jects. A  glaring example of this is the 
linking of the port of Kandla with the 
hinterland- by the construction of a 
new railway line. Its cost up till now 
has been about Rs. 3,28,00,000, and the 
total cost will come to about 
Rs. 5,58,00,000.

I have no doubt that the major part 
o f the income of the railways should be 
invested in ' the development of the 
undertaking itself and towards the . 
welfare of its workers and the people 
at large. I may inform the House that 
the expenditure from the Development 
Fund since its inception has been of 
the order of Rs. 24.35 crores which 
would have not been possible but for 
the change made in our policy in the 
financial year 1950-51. It came as a 
great surprise to me to hear one or 
two hon. Members from the Opposition 
mentioning about the three reserve 
funds rather lightly. I have to say that 
these funds, that is the Development 
Fund, the Depreciation Fund and the 
Revenue Reserve Fund, have been con
stituted with care and thought. It 
will be foolish and against all business 
principles not to provide reserves for 
future purchases, maintenance,' repair 
and replacement. No undertaking can 
be run successfully without them. I 
have no doubt that if the hon. Members 
bestow further thought to the matter 
they will themselves revise their 
oj?inion.

The Question of reduction in rates 
and freights was also raised. The 
rates were revised in October, 1948 
after a prolonged investigation by a 
special organisation which worked 
lor four years. They must have 
naturally taken into consideration the 
rising cost of production, heavy in
crease in the salary bill, dearness 
allowance and the future development 
of the railways in the coimtry. I do 
not think it practical nor advisable to 
reconsider the question as the condi
tions remain the same as they were 
then. In fact there is a greater 
demand on our resources today for the 
development of the railways and 
further provision for amenities to 
passengers and improvements of vari
ous kinds in other directions. The 
same argument applies to the complaint

of freight charges being heavy. Trade 
and industry should undoubtedly, as I 
said before, get a fair deal, but they 
must contribute their mite towards the 
general welfare of the people, especial
ly towards the development and 
expansion of the nationalised concerns. 
The following analysis will show that 
the incidence of the increase in coal 
freight on the ex-works cost has been 
negligible. The actual increase works 
out as follows:

0.29 per cent, in the case of the 
aluminium industry;

0.06 to 0.32 per cent, in the case 
of cotton textiles machinery;

0.05 to 0.08 per cent, in the case 
of sewing machines;

0.8 to 0.9 per cent, in the case of 
the sheet glass industry; and

1.5 per cent, in the case of soda 
ash.

I may also inform the House that 
even after the increase in the coal 
freight, the railways are still earning 
much less than the average cost p£ 
hauling the traffic.

Regrouping has, I am sorry, created 
some controversy, especially in West 
Bengal. West Bengal has, no doubt, 
been affected by the transfer of one 
of its headquarters to Gorakhpur, but 
still the scheme does deserve a dis
passionate consideration by the friends 
of West Bengal. I was pained to hear 
the other day the reference made to 
U.P. by Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee, 
as he was not fair to U.P. when he 
made those observations. However, I 
do not propose to refer to it any 
further.

As regards the merits of recouping, 
I have little to add to what Shri Gopala- 
swami Ayyangar has said iust now. 
The unification of railways has beea 
under consideration for the last 30 
years and it will go to the great credit 
of Shri Gopalaswami to have taken 
the courage in both hands to have 
finalized and implemented it. I am 
sorry, I do not attach much importance 
to the criticism made by one or two 
Members of the Opposition from the 
South against regrouping. In fact, not 
a word has been heard so far 
against the other zones from any 
quarter. (An Hon. Member: There
was.) It is only in West Bengal 
where a difference of opinion and 
a controversy has arisen. The 
House can easily understand that 
it is not so easy for me to open a 
closed chapter. There should be, I feel, 
a finality in all such matters and my 
considered opinion in the existing 
circumstances is that hon. Members
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frorff West Bengal should allow the 
scheme to function for the time being* 
but I can assure them that if any real 
difficulty is experienced in the imple^ 
mentation of this scheme later, especial
ly in regard to West Bengal, I shall not 
have t\ie slightest objection to look into 
the matter again. But it must be 
worked at least for some time before 
we can arrive at any definite conclu
sion regarding its merits or demerits.

I should conclude now, but before I 
do so I would like to refer to one 
or two matters more. Points relating 
to the question of emplojrnient, and the 
policy of Government have been raised 
in these discussions. It has been said 
that the increase in dearness allowance 
has not satisfied the employees. As the 
House is aware more than 2i lakhs o f 
employees out of a total of 9 lakhs still 
retain the privilege of drawing t .̂eir 
rations from grain shops at conces
sional rates. They get rice at 24 ann^s 
a seer as against the p^^evailing price 
of about 10 annas. The employees 
who did not get the grain shop con
cessions nov/ receive the minimum 
cash dearness allowance of Rs. 40 a 
month.

Shri Vittal Rao (Khammam): Is 
the dearness allowance in accordance 
with the C.P.C. formula?

Shri L. B. Shastri: We will
conie to it later. The Government 
have recognized that the price levels 
in the counjtry are not likely to go down 
to the level where no dearness allow
ance will be payable over the -basic 
scales recommended by the Central 
Pay Commission. In other words, it is 
likely that some portion of the dearness 
allowance now granted will remain a 
permanent feature. It has, therefore, 
been decided to convert that portion of 
the dearness allowance which is likely 
to persist as a permanent addition to 
the basic pay. Such a conversion wi!] 
confer on t’le staTT c^rtairi additional 
l)enefitS such as contribution to provi
dent fund, gratuity and special contri
bution. Pensionable Government ser
vants will also benefit and will receive 
1  higher pension.

The House is aware that a Com
mittee is being appointed to determine 
the portion of dearness allowance 
which should in future be merged in 
the basic saflary. The personnel of 
this Comittea is under consideratinn 
and it is hooed that the composition 
and the terms of refereiice will be 
finalized very soon.

Hon. Members opposite are also 
aware that a Joint Advisory Commit
tee consisting of four renresentatives 
o f labour, four representatives of the

Railway Board and a neutral Chair
man was i>ei up in iy4i  ̂ lo examine tne 
large number of anomaii^ arismg out 
ol the appiicauon of the pay scaies re- 
commenaed by the Central Pay Com
mission. The recommendations of the 
Committee, 591 in number, have all 
oeen accepted except 20. Most ot these 
recommendations have already been 
Implemented and the rest are in the 
process of implementation. I should 
mention incidentally that the accept
ance of tlie recommendation of the 
Joint Advisory Committee has increas
ed the wage Bill of the Indian Rculways 
by two crores.
i P.M.

There has also been a reference to 
retrenchment and the insecurity of 
service that the threat of retrenchment 
has produced in the minds of the staff. 
Doubts have been expressed that the 
assurances of Government have no 
value and are meaningless. I leave 
it to the House to judge how far this 
criticism is based on f|kcts, and bears 
the stamp of truth. Not merely has 
the undertaking given in 1946 that no 
railwaymen who were in service on 
the 15th September, 1945 would be re
trenched, been scrupulously honoured, 
but we have Confirmed the bulk of 
them by creating supernumerary posts 
wherever necessary. Though no such 
undertaking was given in respect of the 
staff appointed after that date, the 
total number of staff retrenched during 
Jthe la^ seven years is about 1,500 and 
even in this case, they have been re
trenched because they refused alterna
tive employment. In practice, we are 
carrying surplus staff on all the zones 
whom we have to absorb against
normal annual wastage. I suppose this 
is not the policy of a commercial 
undertaking. ,

There; has, also, been criticism
regarding the housing policy of the
Government. In view of this criticism, 
I feel that I should re-state briefly the 
policy adopted by the Government in 
this matter. We have accepted the 
principle of providing housing accom
modation to essential operating staff
who form over 50 per cent, of the 
railway employees, and to construct 
four t3H5es of quarters for them as 
funds become available. The smallest 
of these four types provides two main 
rooms and other conveniences such as 
kitchen, bath, lavatory, courtyard, etc. 
In 1949-50. it was decided to concentrate 
all available resources mainly on the 
construction of ‘A* type quarters, that 
is the smallest ones, for the essential 
operating staff.

Shri Vfttal Fao: What is the
flooring space of these quarters?
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Shri L. B. Shastri: I have not got 
rea with me. But, I tan give it to 
le hon. Member later. If it is in- 
dequate, we would certainly widen it. 
k major portion of the provision under 
ousing is utilised for the smaller type 
f quarters. Between ^ 47  and 1951, 
2,500 quarters were built by the
arious railways; 11,255 houses were 
nder construction during 1951-52. On 
1st March, 1951 the position was as 
nder:

Class III. No. of quarters 76,955; 
the number of essential staff 
1.20,270. Class IV: number of
quarters 1,97,575; number of essen
tial staff 3,00,594.

•he accepted policy therefore is to con- 
truct another one and a half lakh 
uarters for the R a ilw ^  staff when 
inds permit

Need I have to assure the House 
tiat I shall leave.no stone unturned 
D do all that I can for the lower class 
assengers, and for improving third 
lass carriages? None knows perhaps 
etter than I what a journey in a 
lird class carriage means in the

e x i s t s  conditions. I feel I shall not 
fulfil my duty if I am not able to bring 
about a definite improvement in this 
matter. I shall not ss^  much as to 
what I propose to do in the future as 
1 would like to be judged by the 
results than by mere statements and 
speeches on my part.

I have done, Sir. In my difficult 
task, I ask  for no more than a hand of 
sympathy and understanding, of con
structive criticism and of co-operation.

Shri S. S. More: May I seek a clarifi
cation of one poiq^ Sir? ^

Some Hon. Members: It is past one 
o’clock.

Sim  S. S. More: One minute. I shall 
only '̂- r̂ea  ̂ two statements from their 
document and^I would only request 
the hon. Minister to reconcile these two 
contradictory statements.

Mr. Chairman: There will be many 
more occasions. The ^Jouse will now 
adjourn to 8.15 a.m . tomorrow.

The House then adjourned till a 
Quarter Past Eight of the Clock on 
Friday, the .30th May, 1952.




